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Under the Direction of Xiaochun He, PhD
ABSTRACT
Galactic cosmic rays are the high-energy particles that stream into our solar system
from distant corners of our Galaxy. The Earth’s atmosphere serves as an ideal detector for
the high energy cosmic rays which interact with the air molecule nuclei causing propagation
of extensive air showers. The primary cosmic ray particles interact with the molecules in
the atmosphere and produce showers of secondary particles (mainly pions) at about 15 km
altitude. These pions decay into muons which are the dominant particles of radiation (about
80%) at the surface of the Earth.
In recent years, there are growing interests in the applications of the cosmic ray mea-
surements such as space/earth weather monitoring, homeland security activities based on
the cosmic ray muon tomography, radiation effects on health via air travel, etc.
A simulation program (based on the Geant4 software package developed at CERN)
has been developed at Georgia State University for studying cosmic ray showers in the at-
mosphere. The results of this simulation study will provide unprecedented knowledge of
geo-position-dependent cosmic ray shower profiles and will significantly advance cosmic ray
applications. Simulation results are critically important for determining the temperature
coefficients in every pressure layer in the atmosphere in order to calculate the tempera-
ture variations using the cosmic ray data. Using a single particle shower simulation, the
weighted particle altitude distributions on a global scale are calculated with geomagnetic
field implementation. The results of the simulation can aid the computation of the effective
temperature in stratosphere.
INDEX WORDS: Cosmic rays, Geant4, geomagnetic field, single particle shower simula-
tion, global weather patterns, XSEDE.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Cosmic rays (CRs) are high energy particles of Galactic origin. The primary CRs are
mainly energetic protons (>79%) with the remaining particles being alpha particles of about
70%, which originate from supernovae explosions or other astrophysical events [1]. The
primary CR particles interact with the molecules in the atmosphere and produce a vertical
flux of CR components. The dominant CR particle radiation at sea level originates from
the decay chain of charged mesons which produce muons and neutrinos [2]. A decay process
from the neutral meson results in production of electrons and gamma ray photons.
Since the discovery of the CR radiation from outer space in 1912 by Victor Hess [3],
the study of the properties of the CR radiation and its components have led the early effort
on searching for the fundamental building blocks of matter and inspired the construction of
particle accelerators in order to explore the structures of the subatomic particles from the
1930s to the 1950s. In 1939, Auger and his co-workers estimated the energy of an extensive
CR shower to be above 1012 eV [4]. The search for the most energetic CR showers in the
atmosphere continues because of the energy limitation of man-made particle accelerators,
which provides the opportunity to study the astrophysical processes for accelerating the pri-
mary CR particles to energies of 1020 eV or above. At the same time, new results of a hybrid
event from a CR shower discovered by the Pierre Auger Observatory present challenges to
the most up-to-date particle physics model [5]. Figure 1.1 shows the bird’s eye view of the
Pierre Auger Observatory (right panel) along with the diagram of the detector array and
how the particles are being detected from the shower cascades (left panel).
In recent years, many interesting applications of the CR measurements have been dis-
covered which include CR muon tomography for homeland security activities, volcanic ac-
tivity monitoring, nuclear reactor core monitoring, background radiation from CRs and its
2Figure 1.1 (color online) An illustration of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Left panel shows
the schematic representation of the surface array of detectors with the particle cascade
from the primary cosmic rays. Right panel shows the bird’s eye view of the Pierre Auger
Observatory.
correlation with health, and space and earth weather monitoring.
Over the past decades, numerous studies have reported the correlations between the
dynamical changes of the Earth’s weather patterns and the CR flux variation measured
at the surface of the Earth [6][7][8][9]. It is known that the CR muon flux is sensitive to
stratospheric temperature change [10]. Temperature measurement is fundamental for com-
prehensive understanding of atmospheric dynamics both on regional and global scales. The
study of the long-term stratospheric cooling is equally important in relation to understanding
the surface warming that is due to the evident anthropogenic influence on climate [11].
The Nuclear Physics Group at Georgia State University (GSU) is leading an effort to
build a network of CR muon telescopes around the globe in order to measure the CR muon
flux variation in real-time. There are three prototype detectors that have been developed,
as shown in Figure 1.2, and are under a performance test. The group is currently building
an international consortium and working on the next generation of this telescope which
includes GPS and environmental sensors. Two CR muon detectors (earlier version) have
been installed in Xian, China and are taking data. There are other groups in Hungary,
France, Netherlands, and Sri Lanka that have expressed strong interests in joining the effort.
3Figure 1.2 (color online) Cosmic ray muon telescopes developed by the Nuclear Physics
Group at Georgia State University.
In parallel to the CR detector development at GSU, a Geant4-based Earth Cosmic Ray
Shower (ECRS) simulation [12] has been developed to model systematically CR showers in
the Earth’s atmosphere. The results of this simulation study will provide a basic knowledge
of the geo-position-dependent CR shower profiles and significantly enhance the applicability
of the CR applications.
The Geant4 software package [13][14] is widely applied in the fields of high energy, nu-
clear and particle physics, as well as studies in medical and space science. The main focus of
this dissertation project is to perform an extensive ECRS simulation study of solar, geomag-
netic field, temperature, and barometric pressure effects on CR showers in the atmosphere on
a global scale. The ECRS simulation results are also critically important for determining the
temperature coefficients in every pressure layer in the atmosphere in order to calculate the
temperature variations from the CR data. This is particularly beneficial where no radiosonde
data are available.
4This dissertation is organized as follows. An introduction of this dissertation project
is given in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 is focused on the discovery of CRs in the atmosphere
and associated applications. Chapter 3 describes the ECRS simulation setup which includes
the modeling of the atmospheric layers, the implementation of the geomagnetic field, and
corresponding physics processes. The main results from the simulation study are given in
Chapter 4 following by the summary and outlook in Chapter 5.
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COSMIC RAY SHOWERS IN THE ATMOSPHERE
2.1 Discovery of Cosmic Rays
The Earth is being constantly bombarded by high energy particles that originated in
the outer space and outside our solar system. Primary CR particles consist of the nuclei
ranging from the lightest elements such as protons and helium to the heaviest nuclei such as
iron that were synthesized in stars and originated from various astrophysical events outside
our solar system [15][10].
Cosmic rays were discovered in 1912 by Victor Hess [3] where he made a series of
radiation measurements in the atmosphere with the electroscopes that were on-board of an
air balloon and discovered a natural source of radiation by high energy particles. The left
panel in Figure 2.1 shows the results of Hess’s study and the increase of the ionization rate
with altitude. Hess reasoned that the source of radiation was coming from outer space giving
it the name cosmic rays. In 1936, Hess shared the Nobel Prize in physics for his discovery
of cosmic rays (CRs). Around the same time, it was found that CRs are affected by the
Earth’s magnetic field; thus, they must be electrically charged particles.
Around the time of the discovery of CR radiation by Hess, Erich Regener made sig-
nificant contributions to the study of atmospheric ionization by recording the observations
of the ion pair production rate in the atmosphere in great detail. In 1935, Regener along
with his student Georg Pfotzer took several balloon flights with three on-board GeigerMuller
tubes in coincidence to measure the vertical intensity of the atmosphere during which they
succeeded in making measurements of the rate of ionization up to 28 km in altitude [16][17].
The right panel in Figure 2.1 shows the results of coincidence as a function of pressure from
Regener and Pfotzer’s study. The data points and the curve labeled ‘I’ represent the coinci-
dence rate per 4 minutes at a solid angle of 20 degrees about the zenith. Data corrected for
6Figure 2.1 (color online) Left panel: data from ionization rate measurements by Hess (1912)
which shows the increase of ionization with altitude. Right panel: data from coincidence
measurements by Regener and Pfotzer. The coincidence rate per 4 minutes at a solid angle
of 20 degrees about the zenith is shown as function of decreasing pressure (data points and
curve labeled ‘I’). Data corrected for dead-time losses are shown as the curve labeled ‘II’.
The coincidence rate is at its maximum at about a pressure of 100 mm Hg.
dead-time losses are shown as curve labeled ‘II’. The gathered data clearly shows a maximum
at 100 mm Hg air pressure (between 100 hPa and 200 hPa air pressure) along with a small
bump at 300 mm Hg. The former peak was termed the Regener-Pfotzer maximum or Pfotzer
maximum.
The energy spectrum of the primary cosmic radiation for the energies ranging between
∼ 109 eV and 1021 eV can be described by the power law such that dN/dE ≈ E−α where
dN/dE is the differential flux of primary nucleons, E is the kinetic energy, and α is the
integral spectral index [18]. The flux distribution for these energy range is shown in Figure
2.2 [19]. It includes several distinct energy regions. The area up to ∼ 1015 eV has been
studied in great detail by numerous ground-based and satellites detectors and Figure 2.3
shows a closer look within that energy range. In this region, the vertical intensity of the
primary cosmic radiation is ∼ 1 m−2 s−1. As the energy increases, the vertical intensity
of the particles around the ‘knee’ region (∼ 1015 eV) decreases to ∼ 1 m−2 yr−1 [20]. At
7ultra-high energies of primary CRs (∼ 1018 eV - 1020 eV) around the ‘ankle’, the vertical
intensity of the particles decreases to ∼ 1 km−2 yr−1. The sources of these energetic primary
particles is of extra-galactic origin [21].
Figure 2.2 (color online) Flux distribution of CRs as a function of energy. The regions of
the spectrum where the line bends creating a change in slope are known as the ‘knee’ and
‘ankle’ of the CR energy spectrum.
The primary protons with energies from several GeV to hundredth of TeV can be ap-
8proximated by [15]:
IN(E) ≈ 1.8× 104 (E/1GeV )−α nucleons
m2 s sr GeV
(2.1)
where E is the energy per nucleon and α is the differential spectral index of the CR flux that
is equal to 2.7. The major components of the primary cosmic radiation is shown in Figure
2.3 [18]. There are numerous ground-based and satellites detectors involved in measuring
the flux distributions of the primary CRs with ∼ 79% of nucleons being protons, ∼ 70% of
the rest are helium, and the remaining fraction consisting of heavy nuclei.
In the following subsections, a brief discussion of the effects which cause the variations
of the CR flux measurement at the surface of the Earth is presented.
2.1.1 Solar Effects
Galactic and solar CRs play a significant role in all space and Earth weather scenarios.
Incoming charged particles are modulated by the solar activities and show a significant anti-
correlation between CR neutron intensity with the alternating eleven year solar cycle. Figure
2.4 shows the time series plot of the pressure corrected neutron flux variation measured by
the Newark, Delaware neutron monitor station (NEWK) (http://neutronm.bartol.udel.edu)
between 1990 and 2014 which includes parts of solar cycles 22 and 24, and a full cycle 23. The
top panel in the figure shows the neutron flux variation with the sunspot numbers and the
bottom panel shows the neutron flux variation with 10.7 cm solar radio flux formed in solar
active regions. Both plots indicate a clear solar cycle modulation with respect to the neutron
counts from incoming CRs which is nearly 180 degrees out-of-phase with the fluctuations in
the CR flux in the lower Earth’s atmosphere. Anti-correlation between variables is due to
the fact that during active sun, numerous solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs)
head outward from the Sun and may strike the Earth. In this process, the low energy CR
particles are being stripped away which results in lower counts of secondary particles on the
Earth’s surface. Earlier studies showed that reasonable sources of those changes in the lower
atmosphere as a result of solar activities are either the changes in solar magnetic field, the
9Figure 2.3 (color online) The flux distribution of the major components of the primary cosmic
radiation as a function of primary energy.
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absorption of solar radiation or the emission of infrared radiation which in turn may change
the distribution of cloud cover [22].
2.1.2 Geomagnetic Effects
The geomagnetic cutoff rigidity is a parameter that describes the geomagnetic shielding
provided by the Earth’s magnetic field against the arrival of charged CR particles from
outside the magnetosphere. Figure 2.5 (left panel) shows the global map of the vertical
cutoff rigidity values around the globe. The diagram on the left of the rigidity map in
the figure illustrates that the incoming charged primary particle with energy less than the
minimum allowed energy to penetrate the Earth magnetic field will be deflected away. The
particles that are able to break through the magnetic field may either get trapped in the
field or make it through to the Earth’s atmosphere. The primary CRs with high energies
would penetrate through the magnetic field and begin their interaction with atmospheric
nuclei producing showers.
2.1.3 Meteorological Effects
Meteorological CR effects are interesting from two points of view. First, careful study
of these effects helps in developing a reliable method for computing the meteorological cor-
rections which, when applied to the observational data, make it possible to find the CR
variations of extra-atmospheric origin. Second, they yield consistent information about vari-
ations in the upper atmosphere of the Earth and about the character of the nuclear-meson
cascade of CRs in air.
Barometric effect and temperature effect are two main meteorological components that
affect CR flux variation at the observation level. The theory of these effects is based on
present day notions about the elementary processes and about the nuclear-meson cascade in
the atmosphere. Barometric effect is basically the attenuations to CR flux by the Earth’s
atmosphere which have been extensively studied. Pressure corrections to CR intensity mea-
surements have been applied for many years [23]. Unlike the variations of neutron flux
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Figure 2.4 (color online) The time series plot of the pressure corrected neutron flux variation
from the NEWK neutron monitor station between 1990 and 2014 which represents partially
solar cycles 22 and 24, and a full cycle 23. Top panel shows the neutron flux variation with
the sunspot numbers; bottom panel shows the neutron flux variation with 10.7 cm solar
radio flux.
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Figure 2.5 (color online) Vertical rigidity cutoff map of the world is shown on the left. The
diagram on the right shows a schematic representation of the Earth with the magnetic field
pointing directly out of page (using the right-hand rule) with the movement of charged
particles with some primary energy.
intensity, most of the CR muon intensity variations with atmospheric origins are induced by
the air temperature fluctuations.
It is known that the temperature effect on CR muon intensity is caused by the decay
of parent meson pi/κ [24]. Because of their short lifetime and lower energy, the muon flux
is modulated by the particles’ production level which is higher as atmospheric temperature
increases. For the muons with higher energies, the intensity varies with the interaction ratio
of the parent mesons where there is a negative temperature effect on the low energy muon
and vice versa [24]. Thus, the study of the atmospheric vertical profile via calculating its
temperature and weighting function can in turn determine the effective temperature in that
layer of atmosphere. Section 4.6 will discuss the details of a single particle weight function
with the simulation aid along with associated applications.
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2.2 Applications with Cosmic Ray Measurements
2.2.1 Cosmic Ray Muon Tomography
Muons are the most numerous subatomic particles produced as a result of cascade show-
ers when the primary CRs striking the upper atmosphere. Produced radiation is constantly
passing through our bodies, cars, and homes without much notice. The differential absorp-
tion of CR muons by matter can be used as imaging method that gives a three-dimensional
information about the sample [25]. This technique is called a muon tomography.
Tomographic imaging has been used for decades in the areas of geophysics and vol-
canology [26][27]. However, a new imaging technique that uses scattering muons has been
developed in 2003 by scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory. This method of using
naturally occurring muons can detect and identify nuclear threats via the method of scatter-
ing off of a high-Z material and leaving low-Z material in the background. Muon tomography
is much more efficient in detecting very dense materials even if they have been shielded unlike
the x-ray detection technique. Figure 2.6 shows two examples of muon tomography method
in practice. The top panel in the figure uses naturally occurring muons to detect and identify
nuclear threats carried by the cargo trucks that may contain high density materials such as
uranium in nuclear fuel or plutonium that can be use to make nuclear weapons [28]. The
bottom panel in the figure shows how muon imaging can be used to scan the nuclear reactor
core without a direct access to the core. In this case, the image shows the core of Fukushima
Daiichi reactor imaged with muons [29].
Based on the scattering method which is highly sensitive to high-Z materials, the image
reconstruction can be done using a Monte Carlo simulation to measure muon trajectories
with and without an object to produce a clear image of dense material of interest.
2.2.2 Atmospheric Ionization
CR particles collide with the molecules in the upper atmosphere and produce a cascade
of secondary radiation such as pions and kaons. These particles decay to muons which are a
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Figure 2.6 (color online) Muon tomography method used to provide a three-dimensional
information about the sample while using cosmic ray muons. Top panel: naturally occurring
muons detecting and identifying nuclear threats carried by the cargo trucks that may contain
high density elements such as uranium or plutonium via the process of muon tomography.
Bottom panel: Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactor core imaged using muon tomography
method.
major portion of the CR radiation at sea level. The numerous particle decay and interaction
processes are shown in Figure 2.7, and beyond the muons and hadronic components, the
remainder are mostly electrons, positrons, and gamma rays [30]. The collision of an electron
(e−) and a positron (e+) produces an annihilation at low energy which results in a creation
of two gamma ray photons each with the energy of 0.511 MeV which is the rest energy of
the electron or positron:
e− + e+ → γ + γ (2.2)
Gamma rays are the major source of external exposure and a contributor to atmospheric
radiation from naturally occurring radioactivity [31]. This process of ionizing radiation can
be biologically hazardous; and thus, it is important to be addressed.
On a global scale, as the latitude increases toward the Polar Region there are more
gamma ray photons produced in the atmosphere, as shown in the top panel of Figure 2.8.
Most gammas are produced around 15 km (typical altitude of a commercial air plane flight).
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Figure 2.7 (color online) CR shower cascade diagram showing the muonic, hadronic, and
electromagnetic components of particle decay process as primary proton interacts with the
atmospheric nuclei.
Despite the variations in altitude of produced photons with geo-position, the mean energy
of gammas at the surface of the Earth as a function of rigidity cutoff is fairly constant,
changing between 19 MeV and 24 MeV as shown in bottom panel of Figure 2.8. This raises
an important question about the safety of passengers and airline crew members being exposed
to higher levels of cosmic radiation at flight altitudes. To reduce the radiation exposure one
can reduce the amount of air travel or divert routes from flights over high latitudes and polar
regions [32].
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Figure 2.8 (color online) Top panel: the altitude distribution of produced gamma ray photons
at different geo-positions: black line represents North Pole (90◦ N), blue line - New York,
NY, USA (40.7128◦ N, 285.9941◦ E), and red line - Ecuador, South America (-1.8312◦ N,
281.8166◦ E). Bottom panel: mean energy of gamma ray photons as a function of the rigidity
cutoff. Major cities corresponding to each rigidity value are labeled on the plot for reference.
The primary CR protons were launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii toward geo-positions of interest
to observe the magnetic field effect.
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2.2.3 Monitoring the Effective Temperature of the Atmosphere
Sporadic weather patterns, such as intense heat and storms occur very frequently in
recent years. For instance, according to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) the year 2012 was the ninth warmest year since 1880 where the temperature at the
surface of the Earth has increased by 0.6 ◦C during the last century. The uncertainty in the
future of climate change deserves full scientific scrutiny of many aspects of natural processes.
Over the past decades, numerous studies have reported the correlations between the Earth’s
climate and CR flux measured at the surface of the Earth [33]. While the true impact of CRs
on the Earth’s climate change is currently far from conclusive, extended efforts of long-term
monitoring of CR flux variations are imperative.
To make scientifically accurate predictions regarding the global climate with respect to
the CR flux variation, measured results along with numerical models of muon and neutron
flux variations can be implemented at different atmospheric layers in order to establish the
causal relationship between the air density variation and the effects of the CR flux during
seasonal changes. This also allows to study atmospheric and space weather. Previous studies
suggest that the stratospheric air density variation has the dominant effect on the muon flux
change while the density variation in the troposphere mainly influences the fluctuation in
the neutron flux [34].
Earth’s climate trend is a global phenomenon. The regional air mass fluctuations in
the atmosphere can greatly influence the weather pattern variations around the globe. It
is therefore critically important to establish a long-term worldwide monitoring system that
would simultaneously record CR muon and neutron flux variations. Such a system would
allow for determining the atmospheric dynamical changes both in the troposphere and in
the stratosphere [35]. Obtained results can serve as a basis for studying multi-variable
correlations between the CR flux and the variations in space/earth weather and climate.
Ultimately, this study will greatly improve the understanding of climate change on the local
and regional scales and improve predictions of climate over timescales from a season to many
decades into the future.
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CHAPTER 3
COSMIC RAY SHOWER SIMULATION
3.1 Geant4 Simulation Software
The Earth Cosmic Ray Shower (ECRS) simulation is based on Geant4 platform. It is
designed to model systematically CR showers in the Earth’s atmosphere with the effects of
the geomagnetic field variations. Geant4, GEometry ANd Tracking [13][14] is a toolkit for
simulating the passage of particles through matter while using Monte Carlo methods. The
platform is developed by CERN using C++ as an object oriented programming language.
Geant4 is structured in such a way that it does not offer a single modeling algorithm
that covers the entire energy range from zero to several TeV for all known processes and
particles. For this reason, there exists a concept of ‘Physics Lists’ that combines the ideas
and approaches necessary to perform a simulation task based on the interests and needs of
a specific project. The physics list is a list of processes for each particle that interacts with
matter as it passes through it. In case of the ECRS simulation, the particle path is through
the atmospheric layers once the primary proton strikes the atmospheric nuclei. Section 3.2.3
details the different physics processes available via the Geant4 package.
Appendix C summarizes the core structure of the Geant4-based ECRS simulation.
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3.2 ECRS Simulation Setup
3.2.1 Modeling the Atmospheric Layers
The Geant4-based ECRS simulation is used as a tool to study CR particle showers in
the full range of Earth’s atmosphere. The simulation includes a realistic implementation
of atmospheric air composition and density according to the U. S. Standard Atmospheric
Model [36]. Our model of the Earth atmosphere consists of 100 atmospheric layers. Each
layer is 1 km thick. The Earth’s atmosphere is 78.0870% N2, 20.9476% O2, 0.9340% Ar, and
0.0314% CO2. The Earth is represented as a 11 km shell consisting of water. Figure 3.1
displays the Earth-Universe setup.
Figure 3.1 (color online) Earth as an 11 km shell made of water and enclosed in 3 Earth’s
radii shell of the ‘Universe’ made of vacuum.
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Table 3.1 Temperature and pressure variables for three different atmospheric regions: the
troposphere, lower stratosphere, and upper stratosphere.
Altitude, h (m) Temperature, T (◦C) Pressure, p (kPa)
0 < h < 11,000 15.04 - 6.49×10−3 * h 101.29 ∗ [T+273.1
288.08
]5.256
11,000 < h < 25,000 -56.46 22.65 * e1.73−0.000157∗h
h > 25,000 -131.21 + 2.99×10−3 * h 2.488 ∗ [T+273.1
216.6
]−11.388
ECRS simulates the ionization by CR protons and their interactions with particles in
the atmosphere. Atmospheric density with altitude is modeled by the curves to fit three
different atmospheric regions: the troposphere, lower stratosphere, and upper stratosphere.
The troposphere extends from the Earth’s surface to 11,000 meters followed by the lower
stratosphere that runs from 11,000 meters to 25,000 meters. Above 25,000 meters, the upper
stratosphere model is used. Table 3.1 shows the variations in temperature and pressure
according to the vertical altitude. Given the parameters described in Table 3.1, the air
density, ρ according to the U. S. Standard Atmospheric Model [37] can be calculated by
ρ =
p
2.869× 10−1 ∗ (T + 273.1) , (3.1)
where ρ is in kg/m3, temperature T in ◦C, and pressure p in kPa.
The atmospheric profile described in Table 3.1 shows that the air properties vary with
increasing altitude from the surface of the Earth. The air pressure and temperature decrease
as altitude increases; and thus, the air density, as it depends on both temperature and
pressure, decreases with increasing altitude.
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3.2.2 Geomagnetic Field Implementation
The Geant4 MAGNETOCOSMICS application is implemented in ECRS simulation that
allows us to compute and visualize the propagation of charged particles along with their tra-
jectories through the Earth’s magnetosphere by using a mathematical model of the Earth’s
magnetic field [38]. There are several models of geomagnetic field that in addition to visual-
ization enables the user to compute cutoff rigidities and asymptotic directions of incidence.
MAGNETOCOSMICS and ECRS simulation are linked via Fortran subroutines where the
components of the main geomagnetic field are calculated using the coefficients provided by
the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model that were introduced by the
International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) [39]. This coefficients
are being updated according to specific year.
The geo-magnetic field of ECRS consists of the internal and the external magnetic
fields. Internal geomagnetic field is given by the IGRF model [39], and the external field is
described by well established Tsyganenko models [40]. Figure 3.2 shows both, internal and
external, field lines that are surrounding the Earth. The internal field is fairly symmetric.
The Earth’s external magnetic field is asymmetric with the Sun facing side being compressed
due to the solar wind and extends about 10 Earth radii out while the other side stretches
out in a magneto-tail that extends beyond 200 Earth radii [41].
To emphasize the complex structure of the magnetic field, Figure 3.3 shows its effect
on the path of the proton. The Tsyganenko (2001) magnetic field model is used here along
with the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system that was selected as the
referential system for the visualization. In this coordinate system, x-axis is pointing toward
the Sun (Earth-Sun line) and z-axis is the projection of the Earth’s magnetic dipole axis.
The magnetic field lines are plotted in green, the motion of the proton on a magnetic shell is
plotted in red, and the Earth is represented in blue. The top diagram in the figure illustrates
how to trace and visualize the Earth’s magnetic field lines. The magnetic field model is given
by the geomagnetic dipole shifted from the Earth center and the motion of a 100 MeV proton
on a magnetic shell during 60 seconds. The middle diagram provides visualization of the
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Figure 3.2 (color online) Visulization of the magnetic field lines around the Earth imple-
mented in ECRS.
gyrating, bouncing, and drifting motion of a 100 MeV proton on a geomagnetic shell during
60 seconds. A side view of the gyration, bouncing, and drifting of a 10 MeV proton on a
geomagnetic shell during 60 seconds is shown in the bottom diagram of the figure.
Once the charged CR particle penetrates through the Earth’s magnetic field, it begins
to interact with the nuclei in the atmosphere creating a cascade of secondary particles that
is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Here, a CR shower event display produced by a 50 GeV primary
CR proton is generated by the ECRS simulation. The blue, red, and green color trajectories
represent positive, negative, and neutral (gamma ray photons) particles, respectively. The
curved trajectories are due to the Earth’s geomagnetic field.
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Figure 3.3 (color online) Effect of geomagnetic field around the Earth. The magnetic field
lines are plotted in green, the motion of the proton on a magnetic shell is plotted in red, and
the Earth is represented in blue. Top: visualization of magnetic field lines and the motion of
100 MeV protons on a geomagnetic shell during 60 seconds. Middle: top view visualization
of the motion of 100 MeV protons on a geomagnetic shell during 60 seconds. Bottom: side
view visualization of the motion of 10 MeV protons on a geomagnetic shell during 60 seconds.
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Figure 3.4 (color online) Cosmic ray shower event display from a 50 GeV primary proton
launched toward the Polar region. The blue, red, and green color trajectories represent
positive, negative, and neutral (gamma ray photons) particles, respectively. The curved
trajectories are due to the magnetic field effect.
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3.2.3 Physics Processes
In Geant4, a ‘Physics List’ is a consistent set of physics models that is able to cover all
combinations of incident particle type, energy, and target material. Additionally, users are
able to write their own preferred physics list based on pre-defined lists that are are available
in Geant4, and indeed they are used by the large majority of users. In order to perform
the ECRS simulation tasks described above, specific physics processes are being considered.
QGSP BERT HP is one of the physics lists of interest. It uses the data driven high precision
neutron package (NeutronHP) to transport neutrons below 20 MeV down to thermal energies
[42]. Another physics list that will be considered in this report is FTFP BERT. Unlike
QGSP BERT HP, this physics list uses the FTF model that is based on the FRITIOF
description of string excitation and fragmentation.
Choosing Physics Processes There are several reference physics processes that
combine the ideas and approaches necessary to perform a simulation task based on the
interests and needs of a specific project: FTFP BERT, FTFP BERT HP, QGSP BERT,
QGSP BERT HP, QGSP BIC, QGSP BIC HP, QGSP FTFP BERT. The two processes to
compare here are QGSP BERT HP and FTFP BERT. The desired end result after com-
paring these physics processes is to select the one that would allow us to collect maximum
muon and neutron particles both in the atmosphere and at the observation level (sea level)
to further compare the simulation with the experimental data.
QGSP BERT HP uses the data driven high precision neutron package (NeutronHP) to
transport neutrons below 20 MeV down to thermal energies. It also uses Bertini-style cascade
up to 9.9 GeV, QGS model for high energies (> ∼ 18GeV), and FTF (Fritiof) model for
high energies (> 4 GeV) [42]. The QGSP BERT HP physics list is widely implemented in
the following areas of high energy physics: Large Hadron Collider (LHC) neutron fluxes,
linear collider neutron fluxes, shielding applications (all energies), low energy dosimetry
applications, medical and industrial neutron applications.
In FTF physics lists, on the other hand, a different string model is used. The FTF model
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Table 3.2 Physics lists acronyms (hadronic options).
Acronym Description
QGS Quark Gluon String model (> ∼ 20 GeV)
FTF Fritiof string model (> ∼ 5 GeV)
BIC Binary Intra-nuclear Cascade (< ∼ 10 GeV)
BERT Bertini-style Intra-nuclear Cascade (< ∼ 10 GeV)
HP High precision neutron model (< 20 GeV)
P G4Precompund model used for nuclear de-excitation
is based on the Fritiof description of string excitation and fragmentation. FTFP BERT
contains all standard electro-magnetic processes. It uses Bertini-style cascade for hadrons
less than 5 GeV and FTF (Fritiof) model for high energies (> 4 GeV) [42]. FTFP BERT is
implemented is the following areas of high energy physics: high energy physics calorimetry,
high energy physics tracker, and ‘typical’ HEP collider detector.
Table 3.2 shows the physics list acronyms that a user may want to implement based on
the interests and needs of a specific project [14][42].
ECRS: Simulation Configuration and Output Physics processes are specified
in the main program, ECRS.cc. To study the differences between QGSP BERT HP and
FTFP BERT physics lists, the following conditions are implemented: primary CR protons
are launched toward North Pole (90.0◦ N) from the altitude of 1.2 Earth’s radii with and
without geomagnetic field configuration. Without magnetic field, the internal and external
fields are set to NOFIELD option, while with full magnetic field configuration, the IGRF
table is used for the internal magnetic field (IGRF ) and Tsyganenko (2001) (TSY2001 ) for
external magnetic field.
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Figure 3.5 shows the energy distribution of secondary particles along with the magnetic
field effect. Top panel shows the energy distribution of secondary neutrons with implementa-
tion of full magnetic field model for two different physics processes: the black curve indicates
QGSP BERT HP while the blue curve indicates FTFP BERT. The curve produced using
FTFP BERT physics list shows significantly less secondary neutrons that have weaker ki-
netic energy than the neutrons produced with QGSP BERT HP physics list. The bottom
panel shows the energy distribution of secondary muons with IGRF table and TSY2001
model implemented. For muons, the energy spectra for both physics lists, QGSP BERT HP
(black curve) and FTFP BERT (blue curve) are fairly identical.
The top right panel of Figure 3.6 shows corresponding secondary neutron energy dis-
tribution while no magnetic field is implemented in the simulation. Similar to the top panel
of Figure 3.5, the neutron energy spectrum is weaker when using FTFP BERT physics list
(red curve). In case of no magnetic field (bottom panel), the secondary muon energy spectra
are also nearly identical for both physics lists as in case shown in Figure 3.5 (bottom panel),
QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and FTFP BERT (red curve).
Figure 3.7 shows the energy distribution of particles along with the magnetic field effect.
The top panel shows the energy distribution of neutrons at the surface with implementa-
tion of full magnetic field model for two different physics processes: the black curve is
QGSP BERT HP while blue curve is FTFP BERT. The curve produced using FTFP BERT
physics list shows no neutrons that reached to the ground while there are some low en-
ergy neutrons observed when using QGSP BERT HP physics list. The bottom panel shows
the energy distribution of muons that reached to the surface with full magnetic field im-
plemented in the simulation. For muons, the energy spectra for both physics processes,
QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and FTFP BERT (blue curve) are fairly identical.
The top right panel of Figure 3.8 shows the neutron energy distribution at sea level
while no magnetic field is implemented in the simulation. Similar to the top panel of Figure
3.7, there are no neutrons observed when using FTFP BERT physics list (red curve). In
case of no magnetic field (bottom panel), muon energy at the surface is also nearly identical
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Figure 3.5 (color online) Energy distribution of secondary particles with full magnetic
field implementation for two different physics lists: QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and
FTFP BERT (blue curve). Top panel: energy distribution of secondary neutrons. Bottom
panel: energy distribution of the secondary muons.
for both physics processes as in case shown on Figure 3.7 (bottom panel), QGSP BERT HP
(black curve) and FTFP BERT (red curve).
Figure 3.9 shows the altitude distribution of particles along with the magnetic field
effect. The top panel shows the production altitude of neutrons for two different physics
processes: black curve corresponds to QGSP BERT HP while green curve corresponds to
FTFP BERT. The curve produced using FTFP BERT physics list shows less secondary
neutrons produced at lower altitudes unlike the number of neutrons observed when using
QGSP BERT HP physics process. Also, the altitude of peak flux of secondary neutrons or
Pfotzer maximum is ∼ 5 km higher when using FTFP BERT physics list in comparison to
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Figure 3.6 (color online) Energy distribution of secondary particles without magnetic field im-
plemented for two different physics lists: QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and FTFP BERT
(red curve). Top panel: energy distribution of secondary neutrons. Bottom panel: energy
distribution of secondary muons.
∼ 11.5 km in altitude of neutron production when implementing QGSP BERT HP physics
process. The bottom panel shows the muon production altitude. For muons, the Pfotzer
maximum is nearly identical for both physics processes, QGSP BERT HP (black curve)
and FTFP BERT (green curve); although, FTFP BERT physics process displays secondary
muons produced ∼ 2 km higher that those for QGSP BERT HP.
In case of no magnetic field implementation, Figure 3.10 shows production altitude
of neutrons and muons. The results are similar to those observed in Figure 3.9 (top and
bottom panels). The results from FTFP BERT (purple curve) show less secondary neu-
trons produced at lower altitudes compared to the number of neutrons predicted when using
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Figure 3.7 (color online) Energy distribution of particles at the surface with full magnetic
field implementation for two different physics processes: QGSP BERT HP (black curve)
and FTFP BERT (blue curve). Top panel: energy distribution of neutrons. Bottom panel:
energy distribution of muons.
QGSP BERT HP physics list. Similarly, the neutrons production altitude is ∼ 5 km higher
when using FTFP BERT physics process in comparison to the black curve produced when
using QGSP BERT HP physics list. The bottom panel of Figure 3.10 shows a similar statis-
tics of muon production by both physics processes; however, the Pfotzer maximum of muons
represented by the purple curve is ∼ 2 km higher comparing with the one by the black curve.
When zooming in on the lower altitudes of neutrons, Figure 3.11 (top panel) shows that
the implementation of the FTFP BERT physics process (green curve) does not produce a
meaningful statistics for neutrons at sea level. Neutrons produced by the QGSP BERT HP
physics process are noticeably present in greater amount near the sea level (black curve).
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Figure 3.8 (color online) Energy distribution of ground level particles with no magnetic
field implemented for two different physics processes: QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and
FTFP BERT (red curve). Top panel: energy distribution of neutrons at the surface. Bottom
panel: energy distribution of ground level muons.
The bottom panel in Figure 3.11 the production altitude of muons where these distributions
are nearly identical when using either proposed physics process.
Similarly, Figure 3.12 shows a zoomed in version of the neutron production altitude
without magnetic field configuration. The bottom panel in the figure shows almost no
neutrons reaching the surface when the FTFP BERT physics process (purple curve) is used.
The simulation with QGSP BERT HP physics process does show an abundance of neutrons
near the surface (black curve). The bottom panel in Figure 3.12 shows the muon production
altitude. The spectrum is nearly identical when using either proposed physics process.
The QGSP BERT HP physics process uses observational data driven, high precision
neutron package (NeutronHP) to model the transport of neutrons below 20 MeV down to
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Figure 3.9 (color online) Particle production altitude with full magnetic field implementation
for two different physics processes: QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and FTFP BERT (green
curve). Top panel: neutron productinon altitude. Bottom panel: muon production altitude.
thermal energies. Consequently, models based on QGSP BERT HP do predict that a mea-
surable flux of neutrons reaches sea level, unlike for the case observed with the FTFP BERT
physics list. Even though, the FTFP BERT physics list contains all standard electro-
magnetic processes, it is not suitable for the purposes required for the ECRS studies of
particles, particularly neutrons, at ground level.
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Figure 3.10 (color online) Production altitude without magnetic field implemented for two
different physics processes: QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and FTFP BERT (purple curve).
Top panel: neutron productinon altitude. Bottom panel: muon production altitude.
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Figure 3.11 (color online) Particle production altitude up to 15 km with full magnetic
field implementation for two different physics lists: QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and
FTFP BERT (green curve). Top panel: neutron production altitude. Bottom panel: muon
production altitude.
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Figure 3.12 (color online) Particle production altitude up to 15 km without magnetic field for
two different physics lists: QGSP BERT HP (black curve) and FTFP BERT (purple curve).
Top panel: neutron production altitude. Bottom panel: muon production altitude.
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Table 3.3 Comparison of ECRS and CORSIKA simulation variables.
VARIABLE ECRS CORSIKA
Magnetic Field Model IGRF, TSY, NO FIELD Geomag
Atmospheric Model U.S. Standard Atmosphere
(after Benson)
U. S. Standard Atmosphere
(after Linsley)
Primary Energy Range up to 1012 eV 106 eV ≤ E ≤ 1020 eV
3.3 ECRS and CORSIKA Comparison
Part of my study is to compare the ECRS simulation with CORSIKA as, at present,
the CORSIKA package [43] is the most widely used code for CR simulations. CORSIKA
(COsmic Ray SImulations for KAscade) is a Monte Carlo program for detailed simulation
of the Extensive Air Showers (EAS) [43]. The aim of CORSIKA and ECRS programs is to
simulate the particle interactions in the atmosphere for a wide range of energies. Table 3.3
shows comparison between similar simulation variables of those in ECRS and CORSIKA.
The CORSIKA program consists of a complete set of Fortran routines which allows the
code to run on any machine that has a Fortran compiler [44]. ECRS, on the other hand,
is a Monte Carlo simulation that is based on Geant4 toolkit. Appendix B contains detailed
information regarding installation, data acquisition, and analysis for CORSIKA.
CORSIKA’s primary particle energy ranges from low energy (106 eV) up to ultra-high
energy CRs (1020 eV). The ECRS simulation is developed to study CR spectrum of low
energy primary particles up to 1012 eV. The output of the secondary particles from both
CORSIKA and ECRS consists of the particle type, energy, momentum, energy, location,
and arrival time that are created in the air showers. Air showers are used for high energy
astrophysics, both in space and on the ground such as HESS [45], VERITAS [46], AMS
Experiment [47], Fermi [48], and INTEGRAL [49]. For these types of experiments an air
shower simulation such as CORSIKA is a vital part of the design at high energy.
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3.3.1 Magnetic Field
Some of the key features of ECRS simulation include the magnetic field implementation
using IGRF and Tsyganenko models for internal and external field, respectively. Unlike
CORSIKA, ECRS can simulate without a magnetic field that sets a reference point for the
location of interest. Section 3.2.2 gives more details about geomagnetic field implementation
in ECRS. In CORSIKA the Bx and Bz components of the magnetic field for any location
on Earth can be obtained using the program Geomag [50] that uses the most recent World
Magnetic Model or the IGRF model.
3.3.2 Atmosphere
The Earth’s atmosphere is the medium of the shower particle propagation and evolu-
tion. Thus, realistic models of the relevant atmospheric quantities must be implemented in
the simulation. CORSIKA simulates the U. S. Standard Atmosphere model parametrized
according to Linsley’s atmospheric model [51]. The atmosphere consists of N2 = 78.1%, O2
= 21.0%, and Ar = 0.9% [52]. Atmospheric density with altitude is modeled by five layers




−h/ci ; for i = 1− 4
ai − bi(h/ci); for i = 5
(3.2)
Linsley’s model is limited to 112.8 km in altitude which is the top of the atmosphere. Table
3.4 lists the parameters for Linsley’s model for five layers used to parameterize the atmosphere
in CORSIKA. Unlike the atmospheric parameterization in CORSIKA, ECRS atmosphere
consists of 100 layers separated by 1 km followed by vacuum up to 3 Earth radii. The
atmospheric density as a function of altitude is modeled by three layers that are described
by the U. S. Standard Atmosphere parameterization, the details of which can be found in
Section 3.2.1. Figure 3.13 shows the air density versus altitude for ECRS and CORSIKA
following appropriate atmospheric models described above. The black curve in Figure 3.13
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Table 3.4 Linsley’s model coefficients for U. S. Standard Atmosphere for five layers used to
parameterize the atmosphere in CORSIKA air shower simulation.
Layer i Altitude h (km) ai (g/cm
2) bi (g/cm
2) ci (cm)
1 0 - 4 -186.555305 1222.6562 994186.38
2 4 - 10 -94.919 1144.9069 878153.55
3 10 - 40 0.61289 1305.5948 636143.04
4 40 - 100 0.0 540.1778 772170.16
5 100 - 112.8 0.01128292 1.0 109
corresponds to the output from ECRS while the red curve from CORSIKA. Both models
show a similar trend as a function of vertical altitude.
3.3.3 Physics Processes
CORSIKA utilizes high-energy and low-energy hadronic interactions which can be con-
sidered as physics processes similar to those modeled in ECRS as described in Section 3.2.3.
CORSIKA offers several models to describe high-energy hadronic interactions, depending on
the energy: DPMJET [53], EPOS LHC [54], NEXUS [55], QGSJET [56], SIBYLL [57], or
VENUS [58]. The low-energy hadronic interactions are simulated by utilizing the following
models: FLUKA [59], GHEISHA [60], or UrQMD [61]. However, when the energy is lower
then 80 GeV GHEISHA is used. A detailed description of the CORSIKA program framework
and physics implementation can be found in CORSIKA’s User’s Guide [44].
To compare the simulation output of ECRS to that of CORSIKA, the QGSJET and
GHEISHA models of hadronic interactions were used.
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3.3.4 Comparing Simulation Variables
This section will present the plots comparing selected variable obtained using ECRS and
CORSIKA with identical input parameters of the primary particle generator and magnetic
field configuration. Figure 3.14 compares a sea level muon energy distribution from 1 TeV
primary protons launched toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E). The black
curve corresponds to the output from ECRS using QGSP BURT HP physics list, and the
red curve for CORSIKA using QGSJET model of high energy interactions and GHEISHA
package for the low energy hadronic interactions. Both histograms are normalized to 1 to
compare the overall distributions which have similar trend. However, two histograms show
different slopes; particularly, for the low energy muons, as the ECRS simulation tracks all
low energy particles while CORSIKA details the simulation of EAS at high energy.
Figure 3.15 shows a lateral distribution of muons for 1 TeV primary protons launched
toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E). The lateral distribution of particles
from the center of the shower at ground level is the distance that measures the air shower
spread over a large area, otherwise known as a core distance. The black curve corresponds
to the output from ECRS using QGSP BURT HP physics process, and the red curve for
CORSIKA using QGSJET model of high energy interactions and GHEISHA package for
the low energy hadronic interactions. The lateral distributions from both simulations are
similar in overall trend with distance from the shower spreading as far as 8 km while a great
concentration of muons is within 1 km - 2 km. Despite similar trends, two histograms show
different slopes that are due to the fact that the ECRS simulation continues to track all newly
produced particles to the ground level which results in greater statistics while CORSIKA
focuses more on particles with high energies.
The comparison above between two air shower simulations revealed that the output
of ECRS is consistent with that of CORSIKA. Since the ECRS simulation focuses on low
energy CR showers while CORSIKA is greatly used for the purposes of studying the ultra-
high energy CRs, the slopes of energy and lateral distributions discussed previously are
different which result in statistical difference between two models.
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For the purposes of studying particles within CR spectrum, the ECRS simulation is a
better fit to track all the particles with low energies. Using the ECRS simulation, the global
analysis of CR showers is performed at various primary particle launching altitudes, primary
energies, and Earth’s magnetic field configurations as discussed in great detail in Chapter 4.
Appendix A contains selected macros and data analysis instances for the ECRS simulation.
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Figure 3.13 (color online) Density of air as a function of vertical altitude following appropriate
atmospheric models to ECRS and CORSIKA. Red circles correspond to CORSIKA model,
black squares to ECRS.
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Figure 3.14 (color online) Muon energy distribution at the surface of Atlanta, GA, USA
(33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) from 1 TeV primary protons launched from 100 km in altitude
with January, 2015 magnetic field configuration. Black curve corresponds to the output from
ECRS using QGSP BURT HP physics list, and the red curve for CORSIKA using QGSJET
model of high energy interactions and GHEISHA package for the low energy hadronic inter-
actions.
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Figure 3.15 (color online) Lateral distribution of muons from 1 TeV primary protons launched
from 100 km with January, 2015 magnetic field configuration. Black curve corresponds to the
output from ECRS using QGSP BURT HP physics process, and the red curve for CORSIKA




STUDIES OF SINGLE PARTICLE COSMIC RAY SHOWERS IN THE
ATMOSPHERE
The main focus of this work is to study the characteristics of single particle CR showers
at the global scale with the geomagnetic field effect. The chapter will start from a brief
discussion of the computing challenges for carrying out the CR shower simulations. In order
to study systematically the variations of the CR shower development in the atmosphere at
different latitudes and longitudes, detailed analysis of the CR shower properties without the
geomagnetic field is carried out which provides a baseline for quantifying the geomagnetic
field effects on CR flux variations at a given geo-position. Section 4.2 provides details of
this study. In Section 4.3.1, the results from extensive ECRS simulations with the geomag-
netic field are presented that were carried out with the use of the local computing resources
available at GSU such as Galileo and Orion, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), and
national High Performance Computing (HPC) resources such as Extreme Science and Engi-
neering Discovery Environment (XSEDE).
4.1 Computing Resources and Challenges
The main challenges in running ECRS include: (1) accumulating a large number of
CR shower events at a given geo-position (i.e., geo-magnetic field variations) with variable
atmospheric air density profile, (2) tracking low energy CR shower particles at the earth-
size scale (i.e., computing time consumption), (3) outputting and storing extensive shower
particle information produced in the atmosphere for oﬄine data analysis.
GSU offers Orion [62], an enterprise based HPC resource, for researchers’ use that
operates on a batch Linux system. The Orion cluster is comprised of six IBM System x3850
X5 Servers, two Dell PowerEdge R720, and one Silicon Mechanics SuperServer 8027R-TRF.
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Figure 4.1 (color online) Service units charged from XSEDE grants by allocation: 55% from
GEO150002 and 45% from PHY160043.
Each server is equipped with 2 TB of scratch storage for jobs. Linux schedules and processes
jobs rapidly using a Platform Load Sharing Facility (LSF) in batch mode as well as being
able to use an interactive queue.
On Orion, over 180,000 Service Units (SUs) were used on the institutional cluster be-
tween April, 2016 to June, 2016, which was not sustainable due to local resource availability.
The computing power of the Orion system is far from the minimum adequacy for obtain-
ing meaningful ECRS simulation results at the global scale. In July of 2016, we received
an XSEDE grant (PHY160043) for testing the ECRS simulation using the resources avail-
able in XSEDE. Additional resources on XSEDE were provided by GSU Campus Champion
(GEO150002). Figure 4.1 shows total SUs charged by allocation from both XSEDE grants.
We have used 160,000 SUs since October of 2016 for testing the ECRS simulations. The
results of these tests are summarized in the case studies below.
A case study of running ECRS on the Bridges system at Pittsburgh Supercomputing
Center (PSC) on XSEDE has been carried out. The simulation was running on the Regular
Shared Memory (RSM) computational nodes. RSM is comprised of HPE Apollo 2000s with
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2 Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3 CPUs (14 cores per CPU), 128GB RAM and 8TB on-node storage
while supplying 0.8946 Pf/s and 144 TiB RAM. The system on the PSC Bridges sets a limit
of a maximum of 48-hour runtime per batch job.
For testing the ECRS simulation at the global scale, we launched the primary CR
particles over 4pi steradian in direction with 10 degree increments both in geographic latitude
and longitude. In other words, one needs to submit 684 jobs (36× 19) for the 4pi steradian
angular coverage. Given the extended CPU time needed per event with the geo-magnetic
field on, each job is limited to 500 events in order to follow the 48-hour batch job requirement
on the XSEDE Bridges. On average, it takes 16.2 SUs per job. This means that one needs to
consume 10,000 SUs in order to complete these 684 jobs. A similar amount of SUs is needed
to run these jobs on Open Science Grid (OSG) and Stampede systems on XSEDE. During
the period between 10/01/2016 and 03/10/2017 there were 1,150,868 SUs and 186,675.9
CPU hours used to conduct the ECRS simulation on XSEDE. A major portion of SUs and
CPU time was spent following the primary particle in the complex magnetic field before
starting the interaction with the atmospheric nuclei.
For achieving meaningful statistical accuracy, one needs to simulate more than 10,000
events at each geo-position. This requires unprecedented SU allocations in order to accumu-
late statistically accurate results using the ECRS simulation at the global scale.
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4.2 Cosmic Ray Shower Characteristics without Geomagnetic Field
One of the design features of the ECRS simulation is the flexibility of manipulating
the geomagnetic field to ‘on’ and ‘off’ mode in addition to the ability of modifying the
atmospheric air density and composition. At the same time, one can take advantage of
the Geant4 visualization tool kits to produce the visual display of CR shower events in the
ECRS simulation. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show CR showers from a single 1 TeV and 100 GeV
proton, respectively. In this section, the ECRS simulation is carried out in the absence of
the geomagnetic field effects.
Figure 4.2 shows a shower event display with the primary proton launched from 0.1
Earth’s radii at 1 TeV toward North Pole (90.0◦ N) without magnetic field implementation.
The plots show a gradual zoom in as moving from panels a) to f). Panel a) shows the proton
(vertical blue track) being launched toward the Earth that is represented by the blue wire
frame with the green tracks representing back scattered gamma ray photons. Panel b) shows
a closer look of the primary proton striking the Earth’s atmosphere. In panel c) a shower
development in the atmosphere starts to occur. A closer view of the CR shower development
at around 15 km in altitude is shown in panel d). Panel e) presents a complex structure of the
particle interaction with the atmospheric nuclei with zoomed in view in panel f) where green,
red, and blue trajectories representing neutral, negatively, and positively charged particles,
respectively.
Similar to the discussion above, Figure 4.3 presents a shower event display with a
primary proton launched from 0.1 Earth’s radii at 100 GeV toward Atlanta, GA, USA
(33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E). The plots show a gradual zoom in as moving from panels a) to
d). While moving through the panels, gamma ray photons can be back scattered into space
which may produce a positron (blue track in space in panel a)). As shower development in
the atmosphere starts to occur ∼ 15 km in altitude (panel c)) chaotic particle interaction





Figure 4.2 (color online) Shower event display from a single 1 TeV proton without geo-
magnetic field launched toward North Pole (90.0◦ N). The green, red, and blue trajectories




Figure 4.3 (color online) Shower event display from a single 100 GeV proton without geo-
magnetic field launched toward Atlanta, Georgia, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E). The green,
red, and blue trajectories represent gamma rays (neutral), negatively, and positively charged
particles, respectively.
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In order to provide a reference for understanding the geomagnetic field effect on the CR
showers at a global scale, we summarize the CR shower characteristics without the magnetic
field implementation. Figure 4.4 shows the flux of primary CR proton as a function of energy,
which is very consistent with the well-known flux distribution of the primary CR protons at
low energy range [18].
Figure 4.4 (color online) Flux of protons of the primary cosmic radiation in units of particles
per energy as a function of energy.
Figure 4.5 shows the shower particle production altitude of different species of secondary
particles (left panel). There is an abundance of secondary electrons (e+, e−) produced with
the Pfotzer maximum around 10 km in vertical altitude (black curve). Following electrons,
there is about an order of magnitude less neutrons (magenta curve) and photons (green
curve) produced but with about the same Pfotzer maximum, ∼ 10 km. The altitude of
muon (µ+, µ−) production (blue curve) is slightly higher with the maximum of ionizing
radiation around 15 km in vertical altitude. Although, there is a noticeable difference in
the number of produced muons, its distribution is wider with higher production altitude.
The right panel in Figure 4.5 is a candle plot that summarizes the distributions discussed
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on the left panel. See Appendix D for detailed structure of the candle plot. Notice that
the interquartile range (IQR) of muons, which is a central rectangle illustrated by the blue
curve, is wider than those representing electron, photon, and neutron production altitude.
The median of the vertical altitude for muons is also centered higher (∼ 5 km higher) that
other secondary particles. These observations suggest that the atmospheric ionization by
muons extends into stratospheric region.
Figure 4.5 (color online) A production altitude of particle: muons (blue curve), neutrons
(magenta curve), electrons (black curve), and gamma ray photons (green curve). Left panel
shows the histograms of particle production, right panel summarizes the histograms in a
form of a candle plot for different particles.
At the surface, muons are the most abundant charged particles [18] with the mean
energy without magnetic field ∼ 1 GeV - 2 GeV as shown in the candle plot in Figure 4.6
(right panel). The left panel in Figure 4.6 shows that the surface energy distribution of
muons extends as far as few GeV (blue curve) unlike other less energetic particles that reach
the surface. There is a fraction of hadronic components consisting of neutrons along with
the electromagnetic components such as electrons, positrons, and photons that reach sea
level. As shown in Figure 4.6 (left panel), these particles are less energetic than muons. The
right panel in the figure suggests that the IQR of neutrons (magenta curve), electrons (black
curve), and photons (green curve) is within ∼ 200 MeV.
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Figure 4.6 (color online) Surface energy distribution of muons (blue curve), neutrons (ma-
genta curve), electrons (black curve), and gamma ray photons (green curve). Left panel
shows the histograms of energy at sea level, right panel summarizes the histograms in a form
of a candle plot for different particles.
The lateral distribution of muonic, hadronic, and electromagnetic components at the
surface also varies with the energy of the primary cosmic radiation. Figure 4.7 shows the
lateral distribution of particles for different ranges of primary CR protons between 4 GeV
and 100 GeV. The top left panel in Figure 4.7 shows that the lateral distribution of muons
becomes denser around the shower axis as the primary energy of proton increases. The
lateral spread for the energy ranging between 4 GeV - 10 GeV (red curve) extends over ∼ 10
km with the IQR between ∼ 2 km and 4 km while at higher primary energy, 70 GeV - 100
GeV (magenta curve), the lateral distribution stretches to ∼ 4 km with the IQR between
∼ 1 km and 2 km. The lateral distribution of neutrons is show in the top right panel in
Figure 4.7. The distribution is more spread out in comparison to that of muons with the IQR
ranging between ∼ 3 km and 7 km for the lower energy range (4 GeV - 10 GeV (red curve))
and between ∼ 1 km to 4 km for the higher energy range (70 GeV - 100 GeV (magenta
curve)). Electron lateral distribution changes from ∼ 3 km to 5 km IQR for the primary
energy between 4 GeV - 10 GeV (red curve) to being mostly within ∼ 1 km from the shower
axis as the energy increases from 70 GeV to 100 GeV (magenta curve). Gamma ray photons
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show similar trend as other particles at the surface when the energy of the primary CRs
increases (bottom right panel). The IQR for the energy ranging between 4 GeV to 10 GeV
is between ∼ 2 km and 4 km (red curve) and it decreases and lays closer to the shower axis
(within ∼ 1 km) as the primary energy raises (70 GeV - 100 GeV (magenta curve)).
As the primary cosmic radiation increases it is natural to assume that the lateral distri-
bution of particles at the surface begins to shift closer to the shower axis. Figure 4.8 shows
the lateral distribution of particles initiated by 0.1 TeV (red curve), 1 TeV (blue curve), and
10 TeV (black curve) primary CR protons. The IQR for all the particles at the surface shifts
closer to the shower axis as the primary energy of cosmic radiation increases. Overall, it is
withing ∼ 1 km from the shower center for neutrons (top right panel), electrons (bottom
left panel), and gamma rays (bottom right panel) are within ∼ 2 km for muons (top left
panel). Primary CR shower properties without magnetic field illustrated that the primary
spectrum is in a good agreement with the experimental results [18] which serves at a refer-
ence point to characterize the magnetic field effect. The absence of the magnetic field in the
simulation implementation has also provided the general idea of the particle production alti-
tude which is different for muonic, hadronic, and electromagnetic components with variable
Pfotzer maximum ∼ 12 km to 20 km. The mean energy of the muons at the surface without
magnetic field is ∼ 1 GeV - 2 GeV while it is within ∼ 200 MeV for neutrons, electrons, and
gamma ray photons. The lateral distributions for different particle species at the surface
varies between ∼ 1 km and 7 km, and the distance to the shower axis becomes closer as the
energy of the primary radiation increases.
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Figure 4.7 (color online) Lateral distribution of muons generated by different ranges of pri-
mary energies: 4 GeV - 10 GeV (red curve), 10 GeV - 15 GeV (brown curve), 15 GeV - 30
GeV (orange curve), 30 GeV - 50 GeV (green curve), 50 GeV - 70 GeV (blue curve), and 70
GeV - 100 GeV (magenta curve). Top left panel shows a candle plot of muon distance to the
shower core at different ranges of primary energies. Top right panel summarizes the neutron
distance to the shower core at different ranges of primary energies in a form of a candle plot.
Bottom left panel represents a candle plot of electron distance to the shower core at different
ranges of primary energies. Bottom right panel shows a candle plot of electron distance to
the shower core at different ranges of primary energies.
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Figure 4.8 (color online) The lateral distribution of particles initiated by 0.1 TeV (red curve),
1 TeV (blue curve), and 10 TeV (black curve) primary CR protons launched from 100 km in
altitude. Top left panel: candle plot of primary energy as a function of lateral distribution of
muons. Top right panel: candle plot of primary energy as a function of lateral distribution
of neutrons. Bottom left panel: candle plot of primary energy as a function of lateral
distribution of electrons. Bottom right panel: candle plot of primary energy as a function of
lateral distribution of photons.
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Figure 4.9 (color online) Left panel: global map of latitude versus longitude of particles that
reached the sea level, without magnetic field being implemented. Right panel: a 3D display
of the global particle distribution at the surface without magnetic field implementation.
4.3 Geomagnetic Field Effect on Cosmic Ray Shower Characteristics
4.3.1 Cosmic Ray Shower Characteristics on a Global Scale
Most energetic CRs can be extremely dangerous as they produce ionizing radiation. On
Earth, there are two effective lines of defense: the Earth’s magnetic field and its atmosphere.
As primary CR particles travel toward the Earth they are deflected by the magnetic field
which in turn prevents them from direct interaction with the atmosphere. Some of these
charged primaries may be trapped into two concentric bands around the Earth, the Van
Allen Belt, where they travel along the magnetic field lines toward the polar regions [63]. The
primary CRs energetic enough to overcome the magnetic field will hit the upper atmosphere
while losing energy to create showers of secondary particles that continue to cascade to the
Earth’s surface.
CRs are mainly comprised of charged particles that get deflected by the magnetic field
when approaching the Earth. Without magnetic field effect, the particles at the surface
would be evenly distributed, as shown in Figure 4.9.
Each latitude has a cutoff rigidity below which no vertically arriving particles can pen-
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Figure 4.10 (color online) Global map of latitude versus longitude for the particles at the
surface without magnetic field implemented superimposed over the world rigidity map. On
the figure, protons are in yellow, neutrons in magenta, muons in blue, electrons in cyan,
gammas in green, and all other particles are in black.
etrate. As seen in Figure 4.9, the particles are being evenly spread out in the intervals
of 10 degrees. Therefore, overlaying the particle surface distribution over the rigidity map
would show no magnetic field contribution to the changes in rigidity on the Earth’s surface
as shown in Figure 4.10.
Because of the Earth’s magnetic field, particles’ distribution highly depends on geo-
position. Figure 4.11 shows a 3D global particle distribution at the surface with the magnetic
field implemented in the simulation. As one would expect, a greater concentration of the
surface hits occurs at the poles where the cutoff rigidity is nearly zero while less CR particles
reach to the equatorial region.
Figure 4.12 shows a great effect of the magnetic field on particles’ distribution at the sur-
face and their relation to the rigidity. Therefore, geomagnetic cutoff rigidity is a quantitative
measure of the shielding provided by the Earth’s magnetic field.
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Figure 4.11 (color online) Left panel: global map of latitude versus longitude of particles
that reached the sea level, with magnetic field being implemented; Right panel: a 3D display
of the global particle distribution at the surface with magnetic field implementation.
Figure 4.12 (color online) Global map of latitude versus longitude for the particles at the
surface with the presence of the geomagnetic field overlayed with the world rigidity map.
On the figure, protons are in yellow, neutrons in magenta, muons in blue, electrons in cyan,
gammas in green, and all other particles are in black. Notice, there is great concentration of
muons and neutrons, among other particles, around polar regions.
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Global Particle Energy Distributions To quantify the global particle distribution,
the global energy profiles of different particles at the surface and their dependence on the
geographic latitude are shown in Figure 4.13. The plot on the top left shows the average
surface muon energy as a function of latitude. The energy of muons is the greatest around
the equator, i.e., about 4 GeV within ±20 degrees, after which the energy starts to steadily
decrease going out to the polar region where it is as low as 2 GeV. The top right panel in
Figure 4.13 shows the neutron energy at the surface and its variations with latitude integrated
over all longitudes. The figure shows fairly constant energy distribution varying between 80
MeV and 140 MeV with nominal latitudinal variation going from south to north pole. The
electron energy at the surface uniformly varies from about 40 MeV to 80 MeV with little
change in latitude, as shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 4.13. The ottom right panel
in Figure 4.13 shows the sea level energy of gamma ray photons as a function of latitude.
The gamma ray energy varies from about 12 MeV to 16 MeV going from South to North Pole
which is fairly constant on a global scale. Thus, muons show the most variation in energy
at the surface with geographic latitude around the globe, with greater energy around the
equator and lowest around polar regions. This suggests that muon energy distribution has
a latitudinal dependence unlike other particles that reach the surface of the Earth in great
abundance. Notice that the point around - 90◦ in geographic latitude in Figure 4.13 (all
panels) does not belong to the overall pattern that is associated with individual particles.
Great statistical error bars indicate the need to accumulate more statistics in that region
(South Pole).
As shown in Figure 4.13, the mean energy of muons at the surface depends on geo-
position and varies between ∼ 2 GeV to ∼ 4 GeV. This is true for the case with magnetic
field implementation. However, without the Earth’s magnetic field, the energy distribution is
fairly constant with different particle species reflect their energy of the production spectrum
accordingly. The dashed line in Figure 4.13 in every panel represents an average magnetic
field without magnetic field at the surface as a function of latitude and integrated over all
longitudes, which is fairly constant on a global scale. For muons, the mean energy of muons
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without magnetic field is ∼ 2.5 GeV, for neutrons ∼ 108 MeV, for photons ∼ 13 MeV, for
electrons ∼ 60 MeV. The mean energies of there particles without magnetic field are the
same in case of the mean global energy distribution as a function of longitude integrated
over latitudes as shown by the dashed line in Figure 4.14.
The longitudinal relation and the surface energy of muons as a function of geographic
longitude shows a sinusoidal pattern as traveling around the globe with energy varying
between ∼ 4 GeV and 2 GeV as shown in the top left panel of Figure 4.14. The top right
panel in Figure 4.14 shows the neutron energy distribution as a function of longitude. The
energy of neutrons is fairly steady around the globe, varying between about 90 MeV to 140
MeV. The bottom left panel in Figure 4.14 has the electron energy variation at the surface
with longitude. The energy shows small variation from as low as about 40 MeV to 100
MeV without apparent pattern in energy as the longitude changes. The energy variation of
gamma ray photons at the surface is minimal with longitude, changing between about 10
MeV to 20 MeV as shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 4.14. Therefore, the muon
energy at sea level has the most obvious dependence on the geographic longitude, oscillating
between ∼ 2 GeV and 4 GeV, unlike the energy of neutrons, photons, and electrons whose
energy variations are within few MeV. This interesting pattern of the average muon energy
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Figure 4.13 (color online) Latitudinal relationship of particles’ energy distribution at sea level
around the globe. Particles’ energy is the mean energy ploted as a function of geographic
latitude while integrated over all geographic longitudes. Primary cosmic rays were launched
from 1.2 Earth’s radii in 10 degree intervals in latitude and longitude with full geomagnetic
field implemented. Top left panel: muons (blue characters), top right panel: neutrons
(magenta characters), bottom left panel: electrons (cyan characters), bottom right panel:
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Figure 4.14 (color online) Longitudinal relationship of particles’ energy distribution at sea
level around the globe. Particles’ energy is the mean energy plotted as a function of longitude
while integrated over all latitudes. The dashed line represents the mean value of the particle
energy without magnetic field, in which case it is fairly constant over longitude. Primary
cosmic rays were launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii in 10 degree intervals in latitude and longi-
tude with full geomagnetic field implemented. Top left panel: muons (blue characters), top
right panel: neutrons (magenta characters), bottom left panel: electrons (cyan characters),
bottom right panel: gamma ray photons (green characters).
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4.3.2 Production Altitude and Lateral Distribution
Figure 4.15 shows a lateral distribution of particles at the surface for primary CRs
launched at different latitudes toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) with
January, 2010 magnetic field configuration. Black dots represent the surface particle dis-
tribution without magnetic field implementation. The top panel of the figure shows the
primary protons launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii with a circular path due to magnetic field
effect with protons launched at greater primary energies result in lateral distribution at the
surface closer to the original geo-position. Notice that the lateral distribution of particles
produced by the primary protons with energies below 15 GeV do not appear on the U. S.
map. This is due to the magnetic field effect that was described in Section 4.1 and shown
in the middle panel of Figure 4.25. The primary protons with energies less than 16 GeV
get deflected by the magnetic field and do not contribute to the shower development. The
bottom panel of Figure 4.15 shows the primary CRs launched from 100 km in altitude which
results in the lateral distribution of particles around the original geo-position, i.e., Atlanta,
GA. The primary protons do not have to overcome the external magnetic field before start-
ing the interaction with atmospheric nuclei as in case when launching altitude is 1.2 Earth’s
radii.
Since all the particles toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) launched
from 100 km in altitude have landed at the original geo-position, as shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 4.15, it is important to look at the lateral distribution of particles in greater
details. Figure 4.16 shows a scatter plot of particles in different energy bins. The black dots
represent the particles’ lateral distribution without magnetic field implemented for reference.
Notice that surface distribution varies with the primary energy of protons: greater primary
energy produces a more concentrated cluster of surface hits while the lateral distribution
from the lower energy range tends to be more spread out and skewed eastward.
In the atmosphere, primary CRs interact with the air molecules producing short-lived
charged pions that decay to muons. Muons are the primary type of CR radiation that reach
the surface of the Earth. Neutrons are another type of particles that are in great abundance
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at sea level as a result of the hadronic cascade during the nuclear interaction of the primary
CR with the air molecules. The quantitative analysis of the lateral distribution of muons
and neutrons is presented in Figure 4.17 as a candle plot.
The top panel in Figure 4.17 shows the lateral distribution of muons that reach the sea
level given the primary energy. The muons that originated from the CR protons below 10
GeV expand all the way to about 11 km outward from the shower axis (or shower core) with
the mean at 2.5 km. As the primary energy increases above 70 GeV, the distance to the
shower core decreases to about 5 km with the mean distance concentrated around 1 km. The
bottom panel represents the lateral distribution of neutrons at the surface as a decay product
from the corresponding primary energy ranges. Similar to the case of the muon distribution,
the neutrons that originated from the primary energies below 10 GeV have core distance
of ∼ 12 km with the mean distance from the shower axis at around 3.5 km. The distance
decreases to about 4 km as the primary energy of CR protons increases above 70 GeV with
great concentration of the core distance at 2 km. The distance from the shower axis (or
the core distance) decreases along with the lateral spread as the primary energy from which
the ground level muons and neutrons have originated from increases. However, the muon
distance to the shower core (top panel in Figure 4.17) is less spread out in comparison to
the one for neutrons (bottom panel in Figure 4.17) which is due to energy that the particle
reached the surface with. Based on the discussion in Section 4.3.1, unlike neutrons, electrons,
and gamma ray photons, muons are more energetic at the surface of the Earth making its
lateral distribution denser in the distance bins as seen from the IQR.
Figure 4.18 shows the comparison of the spread in lateral distribution of muons (top
panel) and neutrons (bottom panel) for the primary CRs launched from 100 km and 1.2
Earth’s radii in altitude above 70 GeV. According to the top panel in Figure 4.15, the
particles that reach the sea level from the primary CRs above 70 GeV are about 450 km
North-East from the original geo-position (Atlanta, GA). The muons produced from this
energy range continue to spread for about 150 km laterally with the IQR between ∼ 40 km
to 110 km as shown in the top panel of Figure 4.18 on the left. Given the same primary energy
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range, the CRs launched from 100 km have only 5 km lateral spread from the shower axis with
most muons concentrated around 1 km as shown in the top panel of Figure 4.18 on the right.
The bottom panel of Figure 4.18 summarizes the spread in lateral distribution of neutrons
at the surface for the primary CRs in the energy range between 70 GeV and 100 GeV. The
neutrons produced within this energy range continue to spread for ∼ 150 km laterally which
is similar to the case for muons (bottom panel in Figure 4.18 on the left). However, unlike
muons, the lateral distribution of neutrons in this energy range is asymmetric with the IQR
between ∼ 50 km and 90 km and median around the third quartile. CRs launched from 100
km show about 4 km lateral spread from the shower axis with most neutrons concentrated
around 2 km as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4.18 on the right.
Above 70 GeV the lateral distributions for both muons and neutrons extend for ∼ 150
km when the primary CRs are launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii in altitude at a start from ∼
450 km North-East from the original geo-position (see Figure 4.15 for qualitative reference).
The distance from the shower core for muons is greatly concentrated around 1 km while the
distribution is right skewed to ∼ 5 km from the shower axis when the primary CRs launched
from 100 km in altitude with greater particle density near the shower core. The neutrons
have a fairly symmetric lateral distribution that spreads to about 4 km with most neutrons
at around 2 km from the shower axis. The shower density from observed muon and neutron
lateral distributions is mainly due to the energy of the particles with which they reach the
surface, as previously discussed in this section.
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Figure 4.15 (color online) Lateral distribution of particles at the surface for primary CRs
launched at different latitudes toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) in Jan-
uary 1, 2010. Black dots represent the surface particle distribution without magnetic field
implementation. Top panel: primary protons launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii show a circular
path due to magnetic field effect with protons launched at greater primary energies result
in lateral distribution at the surface closer to the original geo-position (i.e., Atlanta, GA in
this case). Bottom panel: primary protons launched from 100 km in altitude result in lateral
distribution of particles around the original geo-position (i.e., Atlanta, GA).
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Figure 4.16 (color online) Scatter plot of particles at the surface of Atlanta, GA, USA
(33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) for the case of primary CRs launched from 100 km in altitude
superimposed by the map of Atlanta, GA. Different marker colors correspond to the ap-
propriate energy ranges of the primary protons as described in the legend. The black dots
correspond to the case of launching primary CRs without magnetic field implementation for
reference.
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Figure 4.17 (color online) Candle plot of the lateral distribution of muons and neutrons at
the surface of Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) from the primary CR protons
launched from 100 km in altitude with full magnetic field implementation. Top panel: lateral
distribution of muons that reach the sea level according to the primary energy bin in the
legend. Bottom panel: lateral distribution of neutrons at the surface according to the primary
energy bin in the legend.
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Figure 4.18 (color online) Comparison of the spread in lateral distribution of muons (top
panel) and neutrons (bottom panel) for the primary CRs launched from 100 km and 1.2
Earth’s radii in altitude above 70 GeV toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E).
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Computing Challenges In order to provide a reference for assessing the computing
resources in XSEDE, ECRS simulation was performed on a high-end desktop machine (Mac
Pro: 3.5 GHz 6-Core Intel Xeon E5 with 64 GB RAM) by launching CRs toward North Pole
(90.0◦ North) from 1.2 Earth’s radii in altitude. The CPU execution time of this simulation
per CR event as a function of primary energy is shown in Figure 4.19 with and without
geo-magnetic field. It is clear that it takes much longer CPU time for tracking particles with
magnetic field implementation as shown in the top panel. It is interesting to notice here
that it takes very little CPU time when the primary energies are less than 15 GeV. This is
totally due to the Earth’s magnetic field effect. In other words, the low-energy primary CR
particles will be deflect away by geomagnetic field. Additional, the Earth’s magnetic field
configuration is very complex. Once charged particle enters the magnetic field, it may spend
time traveling along the field lines. Figure 4.20 shows the path traveled by charged particles
in the atmosphere as a result of encounter of the Earth’s magnetic field. The top display
shows bended trajectory of the incoming CR, the bottom left display illustrates the particle
production in the atmosphere and curved pattern of charged particles during the shower
development and decay process, and the bottom right display shows the complex path that
charged particles may go through in the atmosphere as a result of the magnetic field effect.
Given the computing resources, it is important to consider launching altitude toward
the Earth center for any geo-position on the CPU execution time per CR event as a function
of primary energy. As an example, consider launching 10,000 primary CRs toward Atlanta,
GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) from 1.2 Earth’s radii and 100 km in altitude with full
implementation of the geomagnetic field. Figure 4.21 shows the difference between the two
cases. The black curve corresponds to the launching altitude of 1.2 Earth’s radii with linear
regression equation of the form:
t[s] = 20.9 + 11.8 E[GeV ] + ε, (4.1)
with σ = 83.2. The blue curve corresponds to the launching altitude of 100 km with linear
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regression equation of the form:
t[s] = 32.5 + 10.5 E[GeV ] + ε, (4.2)
with σ = 29.1. The total CPU time to complete the case for the particles launched from the
1.2 Earth’s radii is 343,214 seconds (95.3 hours) and 1,234,801 seconds (343 hours) for the 100
km altitude. The difference is 113% of the total execution time which can be explained by
the primary particle immediate interaction with atmospheric nuclei without major encounter
of the Earth’s magnetic field that would deflect incoming low energy protons.
It is interesting to notice that the CPU time is zero up to ∼ 16 GeV for the case when
primary CRs are launched toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) from 1.2
Earth’s radii represented by the black symbols in Figure 4.21. Due to the effect of the
magnetic field, primary particles with energies less than ∼ 16 GeV are being deflected and
carry no contribution to the shower development in the atmosphere.
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Figure 4.19 (color online) Simulation elapsed time per primary particle as a function of pri-
mary energy. CR particles launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii toward 90.0◦ N geo-position. Top
panel: configuration with Earth’s magnetic field implemented. Bottom panel: configuration
without magnetic field.
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Figure 4.20 (color online) The path traveled by charged particles in the atmosphere as a
result of the magnetic field encounter. The top display shows bended trajectory of the
incoming CR, the bottom left display illustrates the particle production in the atmosphere
and curved pattern of charged particles during the shower development and decay process,
and the bottom right display shows the complex path that charged particles may go through
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Figure 4.21 (color online) Simulation elapsed time per primary particle as a function of
primary energy for Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E). Black curve: CR particles
launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii toward the center of the Earth with full implementation of
the geomagnetic field. Blue curve: CR particles launched from 100 km in altitude with full
implementation of the geomagnetic field.
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4.3.3 Cosmic Ray Showers around Major Cities
Several major cities around the world were selected perform CR shower simulation
with greater statistical accuracy. Unlike the case discussed in Section 4.3.1, these cities
are carefully chosen in such a way that there is a in situ muon and/or neutron detector
available. Figure 4.22 shows the locations of selected cities to perform statistically accurate
simulation marked by the red dot. The geo-position of these locations is also important for
the latitudinal study of CR shower altitude, energy, and lateral distributions. The selected
geo-positions include North Pole (90.0◦ N); South Pole (-90.0◦ N); New York, NY, USA
(40.7128◦ N, 285.9941◦ E); Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E); Paris, France
(48.8566◦ N, 2.3522◦ E); Rome, Italy (41.9028◦ N, 12.4964◦ E); Beijing, China (39.9042◦ N,
116.4074◦ E); Nagoya, Japan (35.1814◦ N, 136.9064◦ E); Ecuador, South America (-1.8312◦
N, 281.8166◦ E); Shanghai, China (31.2304◦ N, 121.4737◦ E); Xi’an, China (34.3416◦ N,
108.9398◦ E); and Hong Kong, China (22.3964◦ N, 114.1095◦ E).
Figure 4.22 (color online) Global map with marked locations of selected cities to perform
statistically accurate simulations.
Based on the global simulation results that were discussed in Section 4.3.1, muons
showed major fluctuations in energy at the surface with geographical latitude and longitude.
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Using the ECRS simulation with greater statistical accuracy while looking individually at
the selected cities listed above, Figure 4.23 shows the average surface energy of muons as a
function of rigidity. The muon energy increases from ∼ 2 GeV to 4 GeV with rigidity cutoff
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Figure 4.23 (color online) The average surface energy of muons around major cities as a
function of rigidity with the magnetic field configuration during January, 2010.
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Computing Challenges Consider launching CR protons toward different locations
on the Earth: North Pole (90.0◦ N), Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E), and
Nagoya, Japan (35.1814◦ N, 136.9064◦ E). The intensity of primary protons ranges from 4
GeV to 100 GeV that is given approximately by equation 2.1. Figure 4.24 shows the flux of
protons of the primary cosmic radiation in particles per energy versus the primary energy
of protons. Every geo-position is at different latitude; and thus, has different rigidity cutoff.




Mean    8.749
Std Dev      8.27









Figure 4.24 (color online) Primary energy distribution of protons ranging from 4 GeV to 100
GeV launched toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) from 100 km in altitude
during January 1, 2015.
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With increasing latitude and rigidity cutoff, the energy of the particle will also increase
before the primary proton starts interaction with the atmospheric nuclei as the geomag-
netic field deflects low energy primary CR particles away from entering into the Earth’s
atmosphere. This means that according to the primary particle spectrum shown in Figure
4.24, the intensity at a given geo-position changes according to the primary energy such as
most of the primary protons launched toward the North Pole (90.0◦ N) will enter the atmo-
sphere to start shower development. In case of Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E)
and Nagoya, Japan (35.1814◦ N, 136.9064◦ E), the particles with energies lower than ∼ 16
GeV and 27 GeV, respectively, will be deflected due to the magnetic field and geo-position
dependent rigidity values.
Given the geo-position dependence of the simulation elapsed time per primary particle
as a function of primary energy, consider the range of latitudes and corresponding rigidities.
The top panel in Figure 4.26 shows the linear regressions for different geo-positions for the
execution time vs primary energy. As previously discussed, as rigidity increases less low
energy primary CR particles will be able to enter the Earth’s atmosphere due to the effect
of the magnetic field. The black curve in the bottom panel of Figure 4.26 corresponds to the
linear regression equation of the form:
E[GeV ] = 3.32 + 2.12 RC [GV ] + ε, (4.3)
where ε ∼ N (0, σ2), with σ being a residual standard error (RSE) with a value of 2.94.
This plot confirms the previous observations made regarding the CPU execution time per
primary particle as a function of primary energy with respect to a given geo-position with
corresponding rigidity value.
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Figure 4.25 (color online) Simulation elapsed time per primary particle as a function of pri-
mary energy. Cosmic ray particles launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii with full implementation
of the geomagnetic field: top panel: North Pole (90.0◦ N and 0.0◦) with rigidity cutoff of 0.1
GV; middle panel: Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) with rigidity of 3.6 GV;
bottom panel: Nagoya, Japan (35.1814◦ N, 136.9064◦ E) with rigidity of 11.2 GV.
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Figure 4.26 (color online) Top panel: simulation elapsed time per primary particle as a
function of primary energy. Cosmic ray particles launched from 1.2 Earth radii toward the
center of the Earth at different geo-positions with full implementation of the geomagnetic
field. Captions depict the location of the launch along with corresponding rigidity value.
Bottom panel: minimum energy of the primary particle at the time of non-zero CPU execu-
tion time per cosmic ray event.
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4.4 Diurnal Variations
After discovery of cosmic rays by Victor Hess [3], various experiments worldwide started
to monitor CR flux variations. Short time observations revealed diurnal variation as periodic
fluctuations in local time [64]. Diurnal variations of CR intensity greatly depends on geo-
magnetic field, geo-position, and altitude of the detector location. This section will present
the calculation of daily variation of particle production in Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N,
275.6120◦ E) during January, 2010 which is the period around solar minima.
Primary CR protons were launched during different times during the day to study the
altitude of particle production for muons, neutrons, electrons, and gamma ray photons as
shown in Figure 4.27. The altitude of particle production is summarized in a form of a candle
plot for different times during the day. The black curve represents the altitude of particles
produced without magnetic field implemented for reference. The green curve represents the
altitude initiated at 00:00 A.M., the red curve at 06:00 A.M., and the blue curve at 12:00 P.M.
The top left panel in the figure shows the diurnal study of the muon production altitude, top
right panel for neutrons, bottom left panel for electrons, and bottom right panel for gamma
ray photons. In all cases, the altitude peak of secondary particles without magnetic field is
lower than it is with the geomagnetic field implemented in the simulation. Neutrons, gamma
ray photons, and electrons show negligible variation of the shower maxima during the day of
about 4% between 00:00 A.M. and 12:00 P.M. However, muons display a noticeable deviation
of the shower maxima with time of about 30% between 00:00 A.M. and 12:00 P.M. Thus,
the muon flux variations can be used to study the diurnal fluctuations.
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Figure 4.27 (color online) Diurnal study of the particle production altitude for primary cosmic
rays launched toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) in January 1, 2010. The
altitude of particle production altitude is summarized in a form of a candle plot for different
times during the day. The black curve represents the altitude of particles produced without
magnetic field implemented, for reference. The green curve represents the altitude initiated
at 00:00 A.M., red curve at 06:00 A.M., and blue curve at 12:00 P.M. Top left panel shows
the diurnal study of the muon production altitude, top right panel for neutrons, bottom left
panel for electrons, and bottom right panel for gamma ray photons.
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4.5 High Energy Showers with Geomagnetic Field
Unlike Section 4.3.2 that was evaluating the lateral distribution of particle at CR ener-
gies ranging between 4 GeV and 100 GeV, this section will concentrate on the high energy
primary CR protons, specifically at energies 0.1 TeV, 1 TeV, and 10 TeV. The detailed
knowledge of the physics involved at different energy ranges, particle interactions and de-
cay process in the atmosphere, and the final lateral distribution at the surface for muons,
neutrons, electrons, and gamma ray photons will be quantitatively studied using the ECRS
simulation.
The combination of the distance from the shower axis, lateral density distribution,
energy distribution, and global arrival time for muons, neutrons, and gamma ray photons
collectively serve as mass-sensitive components of CR air showers [65][66]. In addition, the
total energy at sea level associated with various particle species is investigated with respect
to the shower axis and lateral density distribution for 0.1 TeV, 1 TeV, and 10 TeV primary
energies. This is a simulation-based study performed at Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N,
275.6120◦ E) with full geomagnetic field implementation for primary protons launched from
1.2 Earth radii using QGSP BERT HP physics process.
Even though the primary energy and the composition of the primary CRs are important
components about its origins, it is a difficult subject to investigate due to several mass-
sensitive parameters of primary radiation that need to be accounted for [67][68]. Measuring
the properties of the secondary particles can help to determine the mass of primary CR
particles. During the shower development, there is a lateral spread of particles at the surface
that is perpendicular to the direction of primary CR particle due to multiple Coulomb
scatterings. The lateral spread of particles at sea level or the distance from the shower axis
is distributed over a wide range from the shower axis with the greater particle density at the
center. The interest in studying the lateral density distribution at different energies of the
incident primary protons lies in the ability of the ECRS simulation to look at the global scale
of lateral spread. A detailed analysis at a particular geo-position will provide a reference
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toward the simulation study at a global scale.
4.5.1 Production Altitude
During collision process of primary radiation with atmospheric nuclei, numerous parti-
cles are produces as a result of decay and interaction processes. The production altitude of
secondary particles for CR energy range was discussed in detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.2.
This section will consider the altitude and Pfotzer maximum of ionizing radiation at greater
energies of primary protons: 0.1 TeV, 1 TeV, and 10 TeV. For this case study, primary
protons were launched toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) from 100 km in
altitude. As discussed in Section 4.3.2, this launching altitude will not be a prime factor of
magnetic field effect. The focus here is to look at vertical altitude of the secondary radiation
initiated by different primary energies. Figure 4.28 shows the distributions of production
altitude of secondary particles from 0.1 TeV (red curve), 1 TeV (blue curve), and 10 TeV
(black curve) energies of primary protons. Top left panel in the figure represents a pro-
duction altitude of muons where the distribution slopes become steeper as primary energy
increases. The Pfotzer maximum is ∼ 14 km for muons initiated from 0.1 TeV , it is ∼
10 km from 1 TeV, and ∼ 6 km from 10 TeV. The top right panel in Figure 4.28 shows a
neutron production altitude with Pfotzer maximum ∼ 9 km, ∼ 7 km, and ∼ 5 km initiated
from 0.1 TeV, 1 TeV, and 10 TeV, respectively. The Pfotzer maximum for electrons (bottom
left panel) and gamma ray photons (bottom right panel) is ∼ 8 km, ∼ 6 km, and ∼ 5 km
initiated from 0.1 TeV, 1 TeV, and 10 TeV, respectively. These electromagnetic components
are the major source of the ionizing radiation in the atmosphere as it was discussed in detail
in Section 2.2.2. Thus, without significant magnetic field contribution, as the primary en-
ergy increases the maximum production altitude of secondary radiation decreases. There is
also a change in slope of the altitude distribution that is observer for all secondary particles
where it becomes steeper with greater energy of primary protons. Even though, there is a
great abundance of secondary electrons and gamma rays produces in a decay process, the
production altitude of muons have a greater sensitivity to the energy of primary radiation.
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Figure 4.28 (color online) Production altitude of secondary particles initiated by 0.1 TeV
(red curve), 1 TeV (blue curve), and 10 TeV (black curve) primary protons launched toward
Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) from 100 km in altitude. Top left panel is for
muons, top right panel for neutrons, bottom left panel for electrons, and bottom right panel
for gamma ray photons.
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4.5.2 Lateral Distribution
Lateral distribution shows the extend at which different particle species spread from
the shower axis with the primary energy of incidence being one of the major factors in
the shape of the distribution. Figure 4.29 shows the lateral distributions of particles at
different primary energies of incidence: 0.1 TeV (blue curve), 1 TeV (red curve), and 10 TeV
(black curve). The top left panel in the figure shows the distance from the shower axis of
muons. It is evident that the lateral distribution of more energetic primaries is concentrated
closer to the shower axis while spreading outward as the energy decreases. Most muons are
concentrated ∼ 0.4 km from the shower axis that were created from 1 TeV and 10 TeV. The
lateral distribution of muons initiated from 0.1 TeV is further away from the shower axis
with majority of muons concentrated ∼ 0.6 km. The neutron lateral distribution initiated
by 0.1 TeV primary protons is steeper (blue curve) than that produced by both 1 TeV (red
curve) and 10 TeV (black curve) primaries, as shown in the top right panel in Figure 4.29.
The neutrons at the surface created by high energy of incident protons tend to be closer to
the shower axis; however, most neutrons are found around 1 km at 0.1 TeV, 1 TeV, and
10 TeV primary energies of incidence. The lateral distribution of electrons created by 0.1
TeV (blue curve), 1 TeV (red curve), and 10 TeV (black curve) primary protons is shown in
the bottom left panel in Figure 4.29. The lateral spread varies with the energy of primary
incidence unlike the one observed in case of muons and neutrons. Electrons created by 10
TeV primaries are more closer to the shower axis with most particles centered around 0.04
km. As the primary energy decreases, the lateral distribution narrows with more electrons
being ∼ 1 km created by 1 TeV and ∼ 60 km by 0.1 TeV. The bottom right panel in Figure
4.29 shows the lateral distribution of gamma rays initiated by 0.1 TeV (blue curve), 1 TeV
(red curve), and 10 TeV (black curve) primary protons. The gamma ray distribution from
10 TeV primaries is much broader than the one from 0.1 TeV; it extends to ∼ 6 km in radius
unlike ∼ 15 km lateral spread from the shower axis by 0.1 TeV primaries. Most electrons
created by 1 TeV and 10 TeV are centered ∼ 0.15 km from the shower axis while the ones
created by 0.1 TeV are ∼ 0.6 km away.
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Figure 4.30 shows the lateral density distribution of particles which is ≈ r−2 created by
0.1 TeV (blue curve), 1 TeV (red curve), and 10 TeV (black curve) of primary protons. With
increasing distance from the shower axis, the muon density at low energy incident primary
protons decreases with sharper slope as observed for the case of 0.1 TeV (blue curve) relative
to 1 TeV and 10 TeV primaries (red and black curves, respectively). The maximum density
for all energy spectrum is ∼ 3 km−2. The top right panel in Figure 4.30 shows the lateral
density distribution of neutrons initiated by 0.1 TeV (blue curve), 1 TeV (red curve), and 10
TeV (black curve) primary CR protons. The slope of the neutrons from 1 TeV primaries is
steeper, followed by the lateral density distribution initiated by 10 TeV protons and 0.1 TeV
protons where the slope of the distribution decreases accordingly. The density peaks around
1 km−2 for all energies of the observed energies of primary protons. The electron density
distribution is presented in the bottom left panel in Figure 4.30. As the primary energy
increases from 0.1 TeV (blue curve) to 10 TeV (black curve), the lateral density distribution
becomes wider and more spread out with the maximum density values around 6 km−2, 60
km−2, and 300 km−2 for 0.1 TeV, 1 TeV, and 10 TeV, respectively. With increasing distance
from the shower axis, the gamma ray density initiated by the low energy incident primary
protons decreases with steeper slope as observed in case of 0.1 TeV (blue curve) in relation
to 1 TeV (red curve) and 10 TeV (black curve) primaries in the bottom right panel in Figure
4.30. The peak in each of the energy spectrum vary from ∼ 3 km−2, 10 km−2, and 30 km−2
for 0.1 TeV, 1 TeV, and 10 TeV, respectively.
Therefore, as the particles’ lateral density distribution becomes narrower with decreasing
incident energy of primary protons, the lateral density distributions at sea level can in fact
be considered as one of the mass sensitive parameter in CR production mechanism [65].
Secondary muons interact weakly in the atmosphere; and thus, the lateral distribution of
muons is more centralized around the shower axis due to limited deflection while cascading
toward the ground level. This effect is clearly shown in Figure 4.29 (top left panel) in
comparison to two bottom panels in Figure 4.29 where electrons and gamma ray photons
continue their interaction with and production in the atmosphere while longitudinally moving
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downward to the surface.
Figure 4.31 shows the relationship between the density, ρ, and the distance from the
shower axis, r, as r ≈ ρ−2. Both quantities are represented in log scale showing the linear
relation with negative slope, log10(r) ≈ −C log10(ρ) where C is a constant. As lateral density
distribution decreases with the distance from the shower axis, muons exhibit a dependence
upon the primary energy as shown in the top left panel in Figure 4.31 where the muons were
generated from 10 TeV (black symbols) and 0.1 TeV (red symbols) primary protons. As seen
from the figure, the muon lateral distribution from 10 TeV protons has greater density near
the shower axis, around 3.5×10−3 km. The lateral density distribution extends as far as 7
km. In case of 0.1 TeV protons, created muons are further away from the shower axis, 0.180
km, and extend further outward to 13.5 km. The top right panel in Figure 4.31 represents
the lateral distribution of neutrons that were created from 10 TeV (black symbols) and 0.1
TeV (blue symbols) primary protons. Here, there are no significant differences between the
lateral distributions with respect to the primary energy. The distances of both curves vary
from 3.5×10−3 km and extend to about 14 km. Electron lateral distibution is shown in the
bottom left panel in Figure 4.31. The density of electrons created by 10 TeV primary protons
(black symbols) vary between ∼ 76×103 km−2 and 4.0×10−2 km−2 at the distance from the
shower axis ∼ 3.5×10−3 km and 5.7 km, respectively. With less energetic primary protons,
0.1 TeV (orange symbols), the lateral distribution spreads more by ∼ 1.7 km as density
correspondingly decreases. The lateral distribution of photons as shown in the bottom right
panel in Figure 4.31 is denser from 10 TeV primaries (black symbols), starting from 3.5×10−3
km from the axis and extending to 8.7 km laterally. Unlike the high energy case, gamma
rays initiated from 0.1 TeV (green symbols) range from 3.5×10−2 km and extend to 27.5
km.
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Figure 4.29 (color online) Lateral distribution of muons (top left panel), neutrons (top right
panel), electrons (bottom left panel), and gamma ray photons (bottom right panel) at the
surface for different energies of incident primary protons, 0.1 TeV (blue curve), 1 TeV (red
curve), and 10 TeV (black curve). The primary cosmic rays are launched from 100 km in
vertical altitude toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E).
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Figure 4.30 (color online) Lateral density distribution (log scale) of muons (top left panel),
neutrons (top right panel), electrons (bottom left panel), and gamma ray photons (bottom
right panel) at the surface for different energies of incident primary protons, 0.1 TeV (blue
curve), 1 TeV (red curve), and 10 TeV (black curve). The primary cosmic rays are launched
from 100 km in vertical altitude toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E).
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Figure 4.31 (color online) Top panel: Lateral density distribution (log scale) as a function
of the distance from the shower axis (log scale) of different particles at the surface. Top left
panel shows muons created by 10 TeV primary protons represented by open black symbols
and 0.1 TeV by solid red symbols. Top right panel shows neutrons created by 10 TeV primary
protons represented by open black symbols and 0.1 TeV by solid blue symbols. Bottom left
panel shows electrons created by 10 TeV primary protons represented by open black symbols
and 0.1 TeV by solid orange symbols. Bottom right panel shows gamma ray photons created




The energy distributions of muons, neutrons, electrons, and photons at the surface
of the Earth with respect to the their corresponding lateral distributions is investigated
at different primary energies. The top left panel in Figure 4.32 shows the surface energy
distribution as a function of the distance from the shower axis of muons (black symbols),
neutrons (red symbols), electrons (green symbols), and gamma ray photons (blue symbols)
initiated by 0.1 TeV primary incident protons. The muons show the most energy sensitivity
as the distance from the shower axis increases. Around the shower axis the energy of the
muons is maximum, ∼ 10 GeV. As the distance from the shower axis increases, there is an
interesting feature observed in the muon energy distribution which is the presence of the
landing, a short saturation in energy before starting to rise again, that occurs around 0.1
km from the shower axis where the muon energy remains constant for ∼ 1 km and varies
by ∼ 25%. There is a continuous decrease in energy as the distance increases, and it varies
by ∼ 52% between 0.1 km to 10 km from the shower axis which is the distance from the
landing. The energy variation of neutrons (red symbols), electrons (green symbols), and
photons (blue symbols) slightly decreases from ∼ 0.6 GeV to 0.15 GeV as the distance from
the shower axis increases. The top right panel in Figure 4.32 shows the relation between the
energy and lateral distributions initiated by 1 TeV primary CR protons. The muons (black
symbols) show the most fluctuation in energy as the distance from the shower axis increases.
Around the shower axis the energy of the muons is ∼ 50 GeV which was initialized from the
1 TeV primary protons. As the distance from the shower distance increases, there is again
an encounter of the landing which occurs ∼ 0.06 km from the shower axis. The muon energy
remains constant for about 1 km. Following the landing, there is a continuous decrease with
the energy as the distance increases with ∼ 51% variation between 0.06 km to 10 km from
the shower distance which is the distance from the landing. The energy of neutrons (red
symbols) decreases with the distance from the shower axis, ranging from ∼ 0.130 GeV to 1.6
GeV. The energy of electrons (green symbols) and photons (blue symbols) is fairly constant
with distance, ranging between 0.1 GeV and 0.4 GeV over distance between ∼ 1×10−3 km
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and 7.7 km with photons being ∼ 1.6 km closer to the shower axis. Particles created by 10
TeV primary protons and corresponding relationship between particles’ energy at the surface
and lateral distribution is shown in the bottom panel in Figure 4.32. The energy distribution
of muons (black symbols) decrease as the distance from the shower axis increases similar to
the previous cases of 0.1 TeV and 1 TeV primaries. Around the shower axis the energy of
the muons is around 60 GeV which is greater in comparison to the muons created from the 1
TeV or 0.1 TeV primary protons. In case of 0.1 GeV primaries, the muons around the shower
axis carry the energy of about 4 GeV, and raising to 50 GeV in case of 1 TeV primary CR
protons. As the distance from the shower axis increases, the landing occurs around 0.04 km
from the shower axis. The muon energy remains constant for about 1 km after which there is
a continuous decrease in energy as the distance increases with about 58% variation between
0.04 km to 10 km. The energy of neutrons (red symbols) decreases with the distance from
the shower axis, ranging from about 0.160 GeV to 3.2 GeV. Notice that the muon energy
peaks around 0.04 km which is the landing that the muon energy distribution encounters
with the distance from the shower axis. The energy of electrons (green symbols) and photons
(blue symbols) show a slight decrease in energy with the distance, ranging from 0.160 GeV
to 0.630 GeV.
Since there is a quadratic relationship between the distance from the shower axis and
corresponding particle density, the energy correlation with the particles’ lateral density dis-
tribution at different primary energies is presented in Figure 4.33. The top left panel in the
figure shows the relation between these quantities for muons (black symbols), neutrons (red
symbols), electrons (green symbols), and gamma ray photons (blue symbols) initiated by
0.1 TeV primary protons. Similar to the lateral distribution variation with energy, muons at
the surface show greater fluctuations. As the energy of the muons at the surface increases
so does the lateral density distribution. The neutron and gamma ray energies vary by ∼
30% with the lateral density distribution. The top right panel in Figure 4.33 shows the
energy distribution at sea level as a function of the lateral density distribution of muons
(black symbols), neutrons (red symbols), electrons (green symbols), and gamma ray photons
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(blue symbols) initiated by 1 TeV primary incident protons. Similar to the lateral distri-
bution variation with energy, muons at the surface show greater fluctuation followed by the
fluctuations in the energy of neutrons. As the energy of the muons at the surface increases
so is the lateral density distribution ranging from ∼ 50 GeV near the shower axis to as
low as 0.6 GeV as the distance from the shower axis increases. The neutron energy also
increases with lateral density distribution, ranging from 0.130 GeV to 1.6 GeV. The gamma
ray energy distribution remains steady with distance, varying between 0.1 GeV and 0.4 GeV.
The bottom panel in Figure 4.33 shows the energy distribution at sea level as a function of
the lateral density distribution of muons (black symbols), neutrons (red symbols), electrons
(green symbols), and gamma ray photons (blue symbols) created by 10 TeV primary incident
protons. As the energy of the muons at the surface increases there is a greater density of
muons with the energy ranging from about 60 GeV near the shower axis to 0.630 GeV as
the distance from the shower axis increases. The neutron energy also increases with lateral
density distribution, ranging from about 0.160 GeV to 3.2 GeV. The gamma ray energy also
increases with density distribution from 0.160 GeV to 0.630 GeV.
Due to the relationship between the distance from the shower axis and corresponding
particle density, r ≈ ρ−2, the energy correlation with there variables at the surface showed a
great fluctuation in muons as seen in Figures 4.32 and 4.33. There is also an existence of the
landing where the energy remains constant for a short distance or density before changing.
This landing is only observed in case of muons where the distance from the shower axis
increases as the primary energy increases while the corresponding particle density decreases
as the primary energy becomes greater.
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Figure 4.32 (color online) The surface energy distribution (log scale) as a function of the
distance from the shower axis (log scale) muons (black symbols), neutrons (red symbols),
electrons (green symbols), and gamma ray photons (blue symbols) created by 0.1 TeV (top
left panel), 1 TeV (top right panel), and 10 TeV (bottom panel) primary incident protons.
Primary cosmic ray protons were launched from 100 km in vertical altitude toward Atlanta,
GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E).
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Figure 4.33 (color online) Particles’ energy distribution at the surface (log scale) as a function
of lateral density distribution (log scale) created by 0.1 TeV (top left panel), 1 TeV (middle
panel), and 10 TeV (top right panel) primary incident protons. The muons are represented by
black symbols, neutrons by red symbols, electrons by green symbols, and gamma ray photons
by blue symbols. Primary cosmic ray protons were launched from 100 km in vertical altitude
toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E).
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4.6 Single Particle Weight Function
The effective temperature, Teff , is the weighted average of atmospheric temperature
from level of observation to the generation level of muons, which is usually calculated with















the muon production in ith pressure layer, and X is the interaction depth. The production
of muons mainly occurs in the region of upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS), the
region between 5 km - 22 km in altitude (about 550 hPa - 30 hPa) [69]. This region also plays
an important role in radiative forcing and chemistry climate coupling [70], so our proposed
method of calculating the effective temperature can be used to monitor sudden stratospheric
warming
Figure 4.34 shows the single particle weight functions for North Pole (90.0◦ S) (black
curve), New York, NY, USA (39.7◦ N, 284.3◦ E) (magenta curve), Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7◦
N, 275.6◦ E) (blue curve), Nagoya, Japan (35.2◦ N, 136.9◦ E) (green curve), and Ecuador,
South America (-1.8◦ N, 281.8◦ E) (red curve). The North Pole (90.0◦ S) is represented
by the black curve with Pfotzer maximum ∼ 12 km (200 hPa). The North Pole serves
as a reference point for the particle production in the atmosphere due to the geomagnetic
field effect and corresponding rigidity that is associated with its configuration. The muon
production in New York, NY (39.7◦ N, 284.3◦ E) peaks around 18 km in altitude or 70 hPa
air pressure as seen from the magenta curve in the figure with maximum weight function
among other geo-positions. The weight function is decreasing with decreasing latitude going
toward equator with the maximum muon production altitude between 10 km - 11 km (210
hPa - 250 hPa) at Ecuador, South America (-1.8◦ N, 281.8◦ E) (red curve). The Pfotzer
maximum of muon production in Atlanta, GA (blue curve) is between 15 km - 16 km (100
98
hPa) and in Nagoya, Japan (green curve) it is around 12 km to 14 km (130 hPa - 200 hPa).
Solid curves that are associated with each geo-position represent Landau fits to guide the
eye.
Figure 4.34 (color online) Single particle weight function plotted versus the vertical altitude
(atmospheric pressure) at different geo-positions: North Pole (90.0◦ S) (black curve), New
York, NY, USA (39.7◦ N, 284.3◦ E) (magenta curve), Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7◦ N, 275.6◦ E)
(blue curve), Nagoya, Japan (35.2◦ N, 136.9◦ E) (green curve), and Ecuador, South America
(-1.8◦ N, 281.8◦ E) (red curve). Solid curves that are associated with each geo-position
represent Landau fits to guide the eye.
To further demonstrate the magnetic effect on CR shower particle production in the
atmosphere, a summary of a dedicated ECRS simulations for twelve locations is shown in
Figure 4.35. The magnetic field configuration was chosen for January 1, 2010 and the primary
CR particles were launched from a radial distance of 2.2 times the earth’s radius toward the
center of the earth. One clearly sees the variations of the mean muon production altitude in
each of these locations. It is exactly for this reason that the ECRS simulation is critically
important for calculating the weight function in order to predict the effective atmosphere
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Figure 4.35 (color online) Mean muon production altitude as a function of rigidity around
major world cities. The cities with corresponding rigidity values are labeled in the figure.
The muon production altitude tends to decrease with increasing rigidity which in part can
be due to the Earth’s geomagnetic field.
Given the flexibility of switching on and off the geomagnetic field in the ECRS simula-
tion, two sets of simulations have been carried out for the Atlanta location with and without
the geomagnetic field. The comparison of the weight function for these two cases is shown
in Figure 4.36. Also shown in Figure 4.36 is the weight function at the North Pole. The
black curve represents the case without magnetic field for the primary CRs launched toward
Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7◦ N, 275.6◦ E), which is close to the weight function at the North
Pole (90.0◦) as expected. However, once the magnetic field is introduced in the simulation,
the weight function shifts toward higher altitude.
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Figure 4.36 (color online) Weight function derived from the simulation plotted versus the
muon production altitude and corresponding air pressure. The black curve represents the
case without magnetic field implementation for the primary cosmic rays launched from 1.2
Earth radii toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7◦ N, 275.6◦ E). The blue curve is the weight
calculated for Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7◦ N, 275.6◦ E) from the simulation with magnetic field
for the primary cosmic rays launched from 1.2 Earth radii. The red curve shows the weight
function for North Pole (90.0◦ S) with magnetic field implemented in the simulation when
the primary cosmic rays were launched from 1.2 Earth radii. Solid curves that are associated




The original version of the Monte Carlo simulation study of CR showers in the Earth’s
atmosphere, called ECRS, was developed at GSU during the period between 2005 and 2007
[12]. In 2014, a major effort was made to significantly improve the simulation model including
(1) an improved atmospheric air density profile description according to the U. S. Standard
Atmospheric Model [36][37]; (2) an updated geomagnetic field which now covers the time
window from 1900 to 2015; (3) an improved physics process list which allows to properly
produce neutrons in the CR showers; and (4) the extensive and flexible simulation output
scheme which allows to analyze the particle production in CR showers using the advanced
data analysis tool - ROOT [76].
This dissertation work is focused on a single particle CR shower simulation study in the
Earth’s atmosphere in order to extract the characteristics of shower variation on a global
scale. The importance of the work includes, but is not limited to:
1. providing a systematic understanding of the CR shower particle distributions in the
atmosphere and at the surface of the earth at different geographical latitude and lon-
gitude.
2. providing a framework for studying the atmospheric effects on CR shower development
such as calculating the effective temperature in the region of UTLS.
Given the computing challenges of running ECRS simulation with geomagnetic field in
great volume, the major effort of this dissertation work focused on several targeted simulation
configurations using the computing resources at GSU, BNL, and XSEDE. The results of these
simulation runs are described in Chapter 4.
One of the immediate important applications of the ECRS simulation is to aid a new
research project at GSU for measuring CR muon flux variations at a global scale in order
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to monitor the earth and space weather in real-time around the world. ECRS allows the
determination of the geo-position dependent weight functions of muon production in the
atmosphere which are used to calculate the effective temperature as described in section 4.6.
Future work includes the continuity of the simulation with better statistics in order
to quantify the CR flux variation with higher accuracy under different assumptions about
atmospheric conditions, daily variation and solar activity, and magnetic field configuration.
This is crucially important for studying space and earth weather system changes using the
measurement of CR flux variation at the global scale.
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Appendix A
ECRS: SELECTED MACROS AND ANALYSIS CODE
In order to submit the ECRS simulation, a set of initial parameters needs to be intro-
duced in order to specify the particle type, energy, altitude, geomagnetic location, magnetic
field configuration, etc. Section 4.1 talks about about the computing time and resources
in great detail that can serve as a baseline for the ECRS submission given the time and
allocated resources.
A.1 Job Submission Macro
ECRS uses a macro file to set the options for the simulation which can be easily modified
depending on the user’s requirements for output. The file is easy to modify according to
the geo-position, magnetic field configuration, date and time, primary particle type, primary
energy range, etc. Run the program using run.mac file by typing:
$ ./ECRS2014 $i run.mac
where i is the random seed. The output is generated in .dat and .root formats.
A.1.1 Defined Geo-position
In order to be able to visualize the cosmic ray shower development starting from the
primary particle followed by its interaction with the atmospheric nuclei while cascading to-
ward the surface of the earth, one can run the ECRS program using a specific macro file.
Below is a sample file that will generate a shower display of a single proton at 1 TeV that is
launched from 1.2 Earth’s radii toward North Pole (90.0◦ N) on January 1, 2010 at midnight
with magnetic field implementation:
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# e s t a b l i s h i n g the v i s u a l i z a t i o n s e t t i n g s
/ v i s / scene / c r e a t e
/ v i s /open OGLIX 800 x800
/ v i s / scene /add/volume
/ v i s / s c eneHand l e r / a t t a ch
/ v i s / v i ewe r / f l u s h
# s e t t i n g the background and a x i s
/ v i s / v i ewe r / s e t / background wh i t e
/ v i s / scene /add/ axes 0 0 0 1 .2 r e
# draw a s c a l e
# s c a l e [ l e n g t h ] [ u n i t ] [ d i r e c t i o n : d e f a u l t = x ] [ r ed ] [ g r een ] [ b l u e ] [ auto |
manual ] [ xmid ] [ ymid ] [ zmid ] [ u n i t ]
/ v i s / scene /add/ s c a l e 10 . km x 0 0 0 manual −40 0 6375 km
# s e t the Earth s u r f a c e as a w i r e f r ame
/ v i s / geometry / s e t / f o r c eWi r e f r ame a l l
/ v i s / v i ewe r / s e t / s t y l e s u r f a c e
# a d j u s t i n g v i ew i ng ang l e as needed
/ v i s / v i ewe r / s e t / v i ewpo in tThe taPh i −89 89 .8
v i s / v i ewe r / s e t / au toRe f r e s h
# zoom i n and pan to ( i f needed )
/ v i s / v i ewe r /zoom 10
/ v i s / v i ewe r /panTo −6e6 −8e6
/ v i s / v i ewe r / s e t / au toRe f r e s h
# con t i nuou s d i s p l a y o f t r a j e c t o r i e s
/ v i s / scene /add/ t r a j e c t o r i e s
/ even t / drawTracks charged
/ v i s / v i ewe r / s e t / au toRe f r e s h
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/ t r a c k i n g / s t o r e T r a j e c t o r y 1
# d i s p l a y on l y the t r a c k s o f charged p a r t i c l e s
/ v i s / scene /add/ t r a j e c t o r i e s
/ even t / drawTracks charged
# magnet ic f i e l d imp l ementa t i on
/ECRS/BFIELD/ SetGeomagnet i cF i e ldMode l IGRF
/ECRS/BFIELD/ Se tEx t e r n a l F i e l dMode l TSY2001
/ geometry / exte rna lMag t r u e
# imp lement ing a cut on low ene rgy e l e c t r o n s and photons
/ t r a c k i n g /minEKE 10 MeV
/ t r a c k i n g /minGammaKE 10 MeV
# s p e c i f y i n g p r imary p a r t i c l e and ene rgy
/gun/ p a r t i c l e p ro ton
/gun/KE 1000 GeV
# s e t t i n g the year , month , day , hour , minutes , and seconds
/ECRS/BFIELD/ Se tS ta r tDa t e 2010 1 1 0 0 0
# s e t t i n g the l a un ch i n g a l t i t u d e , l a t i t u d e , and l o n g i t u d e
/gun/ S e tP o s i t i o n 1 .2 r e 90 0 deg
# gene r a t e one even t
/ run /beamOn 1
When submitting batch jobs, visualization is not mandatory as accumulation of statis-
tics is of a greater importance. In this case, the macro would look as following:
/ t r a c k i n g / s t o r e T r a j e c t o r y 1
/ECRS/BFIELD/ SetGeomagnet i cF i e ldMode l IGRF
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/ECRS/BFIELD/ Se tEx t e r n a l F i e l dMode l TSY2001
/ geometry / exte rna lMag t r u e
/ECRS/BFIELD/ Se tS ta r tDa t e 2010 1 1 0 0 0
/gun/ S e tP o s i t i o n 1 .2 r e 90 .0 0 .0 deg
/gun/ p a r t i c l e p ro ton
/gun/KE 1000 GeV
/ run /beamOn 1













With the cosmic ray generator, the user may consider imposing a cut on the primary
energy below which no primary cosmic rays will be generated:
/gun/RigidityCut 4
The energy cut has units of GeV; and in this case, there will be no primary cosmic ray
protons below 4 GeV that would contribute to the shower development.
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A.1.2 Global Showers
One of the advantages of ECRS is the flexibility of submitting a global simulation using a
single bash script that would read the simulation primary input parameters from a macro file.
# implement ing a cut on low ene rgy e l e c t r o n s and photons
/ t r a c k i n g /minEKE 20 MeV
/ t r a c k i n g /minGammaKE 20 MeV
# s p e c i f y i n g date / t ime and geomagnet ic f i e l d c o n f i g u r a t i o n
/ECRS/BFIELD/ Se tS ta r tDa t e 2010 1 1 0 0 0
/ECRS/BFIELD/ SetGeomagnet i cF i e ldMode l IGRF
/ECRS/BFIELD/ Se tEx t e r n a l F i e l dMode l TSY2001
/ geometry / exte rna lMag t r u e
# enab l i n g cosmic ray shower g e n e r a t o r
/gun/ cosmicRay on
Given this macro file, globe.mac, the script below utilizes its content to generate cosmic
rays at 10◦ increments in latitude and longitude around the globe.
#!/ b in / bash
# work ing d i r e c t o r y
cd / path / to / wo r k d i r
ma ind i r =‘pwd ‘
ou t pu t g l o b e=/path / to / output
e xpo r t EnergyCut = 4
expo r t l o n g i t u d e = 10
wh i l e [ $ l o n g i t u d e − l e 360 ]
do
mkdir −p $ou tpu t g l ob e / $ l o n g i t u d e
cd $ou tpu t g l ob e / $ l o n g i t u d e
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e xpo r t l a t i t u d e = −90
wh i l e [ $ l a t i t u d e − l e 90 ]
do
mkdir −p L a t $ l a t i t u d e
cd L a t $ l a t i t u d e
# add random seed s o f f s e t (101)
e xpo r t i =‘ exp r $ l o n g i t u d e \∗ 10 + $ l a t i t u d e + 101 ‘
l n −s f $ma ind i r / j o b s c r i p t g l o b e . sh .
cp $ma ind i r / g l obe . mac .
echo ”/gun/ S e tP o s i t i o n 1 .2 r e $ l a t i t u d e $ l o n g i t u d e deg” >> g l obe . mac
echo ”/gun/ R i g i d i t y C u t $EnergyCut ” >> g l obe . mac
echo ”/ run /beamOn 1000” >> g l obe . mac
echo ” e x i t ” >> g l obe . mac
l n −s f / path / to /ECRS2014 .
cp −p / path / to /Random Numbers . t x t .
sba tch j o b s c r i p t g l o b e . sh
cd . .
e xpo r t l a t i t u d e =‘ exp r 10 + $ l a t i t u d e ‘
done
e xpo r t l o n g i t u d e =‘ exp r 10 + $ l ong i t ud e ‘
cd $ma ind i r
done
The script above along with globe.mac file would generating 1000 cosmic ray primary
protons per geo-position with particles launched from 1.2 Earth radii on January 1, 2010 at
midnight with full magnetic field implementation. The output would be distributed in the
directories according to their geo-position. jobscript globe.sh is a submission script that may
contain the environment setup variables and other other technical aspects such as number of
nodes, cores, wall-time, etc. depending on the type of computing resource used. Note that
sbatch command in the above script is specific to the scheduler that is associated with the
system. Check proper batch job submission with the system administrator.
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A.2 Analysis Code: Selected Cases
The ROOT output from ECRS consists of three TTree objects that has a header with a
name and a title: ECRS Primary, ECRS NewParticle, and ECRS SurfaceHits. Each
TTree consists of a list of independent branches, TBranch, that carry particle’s identifica-
tion information, energy, momentum, etc. These TTree objects are connected by the event
identification, evtID, which allow to combine the variables from different ntuples. Below is
a sample ROOT macro (TTreeF riend.C) that reads output.root file and plots the primary
event ID with respect to event ID of secondary particles. To do that, TTree :: AddFriend
method is used for one ntuple to access the variables in the other one. When AddFriend is
called, the ROOT file opens and the friend tree is being read into memory. The number of
entries in the friend must be equal or greater to the number of entries of the original tree.
Below is a sample code TreeFriend.C that uses TTree :: AddFriend method to show the
relation between primary and secondary event ID, as shown in Figure A.1.
vo i d TreeF r i end ( )
{
gROOT−>S e t S t y l e (” P l a i n ”) ;
// r e ad i n g the ROOT output f i l e from ECRS
TF i l e ∗ f = new TF i l e (” output . r o o t ”) ;
// d e f i n i n g the TTree
TTree ∗ECRS NewPart ic le = (TTree ∗) f−>Get (” ECRS NewPart ic le ”) ;
TTree ∗ECRS Primary = (TTree ∗) f−>Get (” ECRS Primary ”) ;
// d e f i n e v a r i a b l e s
Doub l e t evt ID , pevt ID ;
// d e f i n e h i s tog ram
TH2D ∗ h Evt ID = new TH2D(” h Evt ID ” ,” h Evt ID ” , 1001 , 0 , 1000 , 1001 , 0 , 1000) ;
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// s e t t i n g v a r i a b l e Branch Address a s s o c i a t e d wi th each TTree
ECRS NewPart ic le−>SetBranchAddress (” ev t ID ” , $\&$evt ID ) ;
ECRS Primary−>SetBranchAddress (” evt ID ” , $\&$pevt ID ) ;
// i d e n t i f y i n g evt ID and add ing a f r i e n d n t up l e
ECRS Primary−>Bu i l d I n d e x (” evt ID ”) ;
ECRS NewPart ic le−>AddFr iend ( ECRS Primary ) ;
// main l oop
Long64 t n e n t r i e s = ECRS NewPart ic le−>Ge tEn t r i e s ( ) ;
cout $<<$ ” n e n t r i e s = ” $<<$ n e n t r i e s $<<$ end l ;
f o r ( Long64 t i =0; i<n e n t r i e s ; i++)
{
ECRS NewPart ic le−>GetEntry ( i ) ;
ECRS Primary−>GetEnt ryWith Index ( ev t ID ) ;
i f ( ev t ID == pevt ID ) {
h EvtID−>F i l l ( evt ID , pevt ID ) ;
}
}





















Mean x  462.8
Mean y  462.8
RMS x     293
RMS y     293
Test evtID
Figure A.1 Example of implementation of TTree :: AddFriend method while reading the
ROOT output from ECRS simulation. The figure shows linear relation between primary and
secondary event ID from cosmic ray protons.
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Appendix B
CORSIKA: INSTALLATION, DATA ACQUISITION, AND ANALYSIS
The CORSIKA website provides general information about the simulation and user man-
uals: http : //www.ik.fzk.de/corsika/. To get access to the program, send a request to Dr.
Tanguy Pierog (tanguy.pierog@kit.edu) or Dr. Dieter Heck (dieter.heck@partner.kit.edu).
You will receive the username and password which you can use to obtain the most recent
version of CORSIKA from the ftp-server of the IKP (ikp− ftp.ikp.kit.edu) in the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology. The CORSIKA program is free of charge, but it requires that you
cite CORSIKA including version number if the results obtained using the program are being
published. The actual reference is: ”D. Heck et al., Report FZKA 6019 (1998)”. The current
version of the program is CORSIKA 7.5700 that was released on June 2, 2017.
To install the software on a LINUX system, the user needs the GNU C/C++ compiler,
make compilation tool, GNU Fortran 77 compiler. To have an option of ROOT output,
ROOT framework [76] needs to be installed and referenced prior to program compilation.
B.1 Installation and Data Acquisition
The CORSIKA program set is distributed as a compressed file for each version (e.g.
corsika− 75700.tar). Unpack and install the file structure of CORSIKA by typing:
$ tar xvf corsika-75700.tar
$ ./coconut
During the installation, there are options of selecting high energy hadronic interaction
model, low energy hadronic interaction model, detector geometry, and any additional COR-
SIKA program options that you may need. ROOT particle OUTput file is one of the options
to be selected during the installation process. By typing <Enter>, the default version will
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be installed. Refer to CORSIKA User’s Guide for particulars about physics processes and
other options [44]. If no arguments are found, the following message will be received:
--> "corsika75700Linux QGSJET gheisha root" successfully installed
in :
/home/user/corsika-75700/run
--> You can run CORSIKA in /home/user/corsika-75700/run/ using
for instance :
./corsika75700Linux QGSJET gheisha root < all-inputs > output.txt
To run the simulation, change to run/ subdirectory of the installaton where the executable
file has been generated during the compilation process. Execute it by typing:
$ ./corsika75700Linux QGSJET gheisha root < all-inputs > output.txt
CORSIKA uses all− inputs file to set the options for the simulation which is similar to
.mac file used in ECRS simulation. This file needs to be modified accordingly depending on
what is being simulated. When installing and compiling the program, if ROOTOUT option
was selected, the particle output will be transmitted to C++ routines to write the output to
DATnnnnnn.root file in root format. Table B.1 shows a sample all − inputs file for 10,000
cosmic rays launched toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E) in January 1,
2015 from 100 km in altitude with the observation level at the surface of the earth.
The values of other geo-positions may be obtained from Geomag program which is
available at https : //www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/ [50]. Obtained values for BX and Bz
components of the magnetic field can be then appropriately used in the simulation configu-
ration file. Note that BX and Bz values cannot be equal to zero.
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RUNNR 1 number of run
EVTNR 1 number of first shower event
NSHOW 10000 number of showers to generate
PRMPAR 14 prim. particle (14=proton)
ESLOPE -2.7 slope of primary energy spectrum
ERANGE 4.E0 1.E2 energy range of primary particle 4-100GeV
THETAP 0. 0. range of zenith angle (degree)
PHIP -180. 180. range of azimuth angle (degree)
SEED 1 0 0 seed for 1. random number sequence
SEED 2 0 0 seed for 2. random number sequence
OBSLEV 0.E2 observation level (in cm) - surface
FIXCHI 0. starting altitude (g/cm**2)
MAGNET 22.8 44.0 magnetic field centr. Atlanta, GA (2015)
HADFLG 0 0 0 0 0 2 flags hadr. interact. & fragmentation
ECUTS 0.3 0.3 0.003 0.003 energy cuts for particles
MUADDI T additional info for muons
MUMULT T muon multiple scattering angle
ELMFLG T T em. interaction flags (NKG,EGS)
STEPFC 1.0 mult. scattering step length fact.
RADNKG 200.E2 outer radius for NKG lat.dens.distr.
LONGI T 10. T T longit.distr. & step size & fit & out
ECTMAP 1.E4 cut on gamma factor for printout
MAXPRT 1 max. number of printed events
DIRECT ./ output directory (current directory)
USER you user
DEBUG F 6 F 1000000 debug flag and log.unit for out
EXIT terminates input
Table B.1 Sample of the all − input simulation configuration file for CORSIKA.
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B.2 Analysis
CORSIKA ROOT output consists of a TTree object that consists of a list of indepen-
dent branches, TBranch, each of which supports the list of TLeaf describing this branch
and the list of TBasket acting as branch buffers. Due to the complex structure of the ROOT
output, below is a sample ROOT macro (muEnergy.C) that reads DATnnnnnn.root file
and plots muon energy distribution at sea level as shown in Figure B.1.
#i n c l u d e ” TF i l e . h”
#i n c l u d e ”TH1F . h”
#i n c l u d e ”TTreeReader . h”
#i n c l u d e ”TTreeReaderValue . h”
#i n c l u d e ” c r s IO / c r s I O TP a r t i c l e . h”
c l a s s TVi r tua lPad ;
vo i d muEnergy ( ) {
gSystem−>Load (” c r s IO / c r s IO . so ”) ;
// Crea te a h i s tog ram
TH1F ∗ h i s t = new TH1F(” h i s t ” ,” h i s t ” , 100 , 0 , 20) ;
// Open CORSIKA roo t output f i l e
TF i l e ∗myFi l e = TF i l e : : Open (”DATnnnnnn . r oo t ”) ;
i f ( ! myF i l e | | myFi le−>I sZombie ( ) ) {
r e t u r n ;
}
// Crea te a TTreeReader f o r ” sim” t r e e
TTreeReader myReader (” sim ” , myF i l e ) ;
// The branch ” p a r t i c l e . ” c o n t a i n i n g momemtum and pID
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TTreeReaderArray<Double t> px (myReader , ” p a r t i c l e . . Px”) ;
TTreeReaderArray<Double t> py (myReader , ” p a r t i c l e . . Py”) ;
TTreeReaderArray<Double t> pz (myReader , ” p a r t i c l e . . Pz ”) ;
TTreeReaderArray<I n t t> pID (myReader , ” p a r t i c l e . . P a r t i c l e I D ”) ;
// Loop ove r a l l e n t r i e s o f the TTree or TChain
wh i l e ( myReader . Next ( ) ) {
f o r ( i n t iP = 0 , nP = pID . Ge tS i z e ( ) ; iP < nP ; iP++) {
Doub l e t E mu = 0.10565837 ; // r e s t mass ene rgy o f muon
Doub l e t pTot = s q r t ( px [ iP ]∗ px [ iP ] + py [ iP ]∗ py [ iP ] + pz [ iP ]∗ pz [ iP ] ) ;
Doub l e t eTot = s q r t ( ( E mu∗E mu)+(pTot ) ) ;
i f ( pID [ iP ] == 5 | | pID [ iP ] == 6) // muons mu+ and mu−
h i s t−>F i l l ( eTot ) ; // ene rgy i n GeV
}
}
h i s t−>GetXax i s ( )−>S e tT i t l e (” E {#mu} (GeV) ”) ;
h i s t−>GetYax i s ( )−>S e tT i t l e (”N {#mu}”) ;
h i s t−>S e tT i t l e (”Muon ene rgy d i s t r i b u t i o n at sea l e v e l ”) ;




Mean     2.92
Std Dev     2.014
 (GeV)µE






Muon energy distribution at sea level
Figure B.1 Energy distribution of muons at sea level with primary cosmic ray protons
launched from 100 km in altitude toward Atlanta, GA, USA (33.7490◦ N, 275.6120◦ E)
at 1 TeV. The mean energy of muons at the surface is 2.92 GeV.
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Appendix C
GEANT4: CORE STRUCTURE OF THE ECRS SIMULATION
Geant4 is designed in a way that uses class categories that have a close relationship with
classes that are embedded in them [77]. Figure C.1 shows the diagram of the hierarchical
structure of the class category relations.
Figure C.1 (color online) Diagram of the hierarchical structure of Geant4 class category
relations.
Figure C.2 displays the flow chart of the initialization process which provides the basic
structure of the simulation. Section 3.2 includes some details based on the diagram that are
relevant to the ECRS simulation.
Figure C.3 summarizes the event processing used by the Geant4 toolkit. Using this
structure as a guide, there are three ordered sets of elements, or ntuples, that are generated
to study CR showers with the ECRS simulation: ECRS Primary, ECRS NewParticle,
and ECRS SurfaceHits.
Primary Generator Action reflects the spherical shape of the universe (i.e., world) along
with the initial position and settings. It also defines the variable such as primary particle
and event identification, energy, momentum, and position information and stores them into
ECRS Primary ntuple.
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Figure C.2 (color online) Geant4 initialization process flow chart.
TrackingAction represents the output of new particles generated in the atmosphere.
Here, the particles are being identified using Particle Data Group (PDG) Encoding [13] and
assigned to a specific number according to the user. For those newly generated particles
their particle and event identification, energy, momentum, position, and time are stored to
the ECRS NewParticle ntuple.
SteppingAction is responsible for the output of hits that are near the Earth’s surface.
The output consists of particle and event identification, energy, momentum, position, and
time at sea level. It also defines the particle names, such as protons, neutrons, muons,
etc. and assigns those particles to a specific number. ECRS SteppingAction also sets the
boundaries for tracking the particles that penetrate below the surface via
aTrack->SetTrackStatus(fStopAndKill).
As a result, no undergreound particles are being recorded to the ECRS SurfaceHits ntuple.
RunAction is responsible for recording the output of the above ntuples in ROOT format
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which can then be used for data analysis.




A candle plot or box plot is an excellent way to display the extreme values [78]. It
is especially good at showing differences between distributions. In case of the analysis of
the lateral distributions, the candle plot is based on five quantities: minimum, first quartile
(25% of the data points in the lateral distribution), median, third quartile (75% of the data
points), and maximum. A vertical segment inside the rectangle shows the median which
is the 50th percentile of the distribution, the dot inside the box is the mean value. The
interquartile range (IQR) is a segment that spans between the first and third quartiles. If
the data is normally distributed, the IQR is 1.35 σ, where σ is a standard deviation. Figure
D.1 shows a detailed diagram of the candle plot with respect to the histogram of interest.
Figure D.1 (color online) Diagram of the candle plot or box plot as a tool to explore visual
data.
